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Abstract

The Association of the Churches of God of Oregon and Southwest Washington1 has been
experiencing a decrease in population over the past several decades. The constituency has been
getting older and the young adult age group has dwindled. At the same time, the district has seen
a decline in attendance at many of its sponsored events that have not been proportionate with its
population change. The trends experienced in Oregon and Southwest Washington are reflective
of those experienced throughout the Church of God Movement in the United States.
The tempting options for pursuing solutions to these issues include examining what might
be working for similar groups, adapting management and marketing strategies from the business
world, and even bringing in an outside consultant to lead the district through a re-visioning
process. These endeavors might have some effect, but they merely approach the problem at the
level of practice or technique. It would seem more sensible to give birth to practices and
ministries that are rooted in our identity and message as a unique expression of the Body of
Christ.

1

In the Church of God movement local churches commonly identify with a regional association.
The geographic boundaries of these associations generally correspond to those of a particular state and are
referred to as a state association. Sometimes a larger state such as California may have more than one
association. Small states, or states with few churches, often band together to form one association.
Because of these anomalies in makeup the generic terms association or district are used.
Association is more descriptive because, unlike many denominations, the regional
judicatory has no authority over the local churches. Local churches have the freedom to choose whether
or not to associate with the regional body. Regional bodies cannot require churches to participate in
association events or financially support association ministries and structure. The only leverage or power
the regional associations have is that they hold the ministerial credentials for the pastors in the region.
That presents a bit of irony. One of the motivations for Church of God pioneers to “come out” of
denominations was their belief that human structures could not regulate the call of the Holy Spirit to
ministry. The role of the Body was merely to discern and affirm the call.

vii

I propose that this be accomplished by establishing a group from within ORWA2 that
would engage in a year-long discernment process. If the process proves successful, it could be
presented as an example for churches and associations throughout the movement. The process
would start by revisiting Church of God history and theology to reacquaint the group with the
movement’s unique identity and message, along with its identity within the universal Church.
This would involve listening to our life as an historic movement and our lives as existing
congregations to answer the question, “Who are we?”
The group would then examine ORWA’s current context to evaluate how that message
might be expressed and lived out in the culture and locale in which it finds itself. This would
involve listening to the surrounding culture to determine its modes of communications, its belief
systems, its angers, its fears, and its needs. Finally, the team would try and discern practical steps
to apply what this process has revealed. The scope should not be limited to structure. The
district’s priorities, practices and structure must all be open to evaluation and reshaping.
The artifact developed will be a curriculum created for a weekend seminar designed to
reintroduce Church of God groups to the nature and function of discernment. The seminar will
present the biblical foundation for discernment along with its historical connection to the Church
of God. Included in the seminar will be examples of tools and methods used by ORWA in its
process.

2

ORWA is the abbreviation for Oregon and Washington. It is used as an acronym for The
Association of the Churches of God in Oregon and Southwest Washington
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CHAPTER ONE: PROBLEM

ORWA is experiencing a decline its population. According to the 2001 yearbook of the
Church of God, the 50 churches that make up the district represented a constituency of 7720.1
By 2011 there were 51 churches in the district but together they only represented a population of
5541.2
A decrease of over twenty-eight percent is an alarming, nearly overwhelming, statistic.
Obviously that rate of attrition cannot be sustained. The temptation would be to institute
programs and initiate activities to attract visitors and increase numbers. New programs and
targeted activities may or may not reverse the trend, but would it address the real issue? Is the
decline indicative of other issues?
The decline in the district’s population is likely a symptom of deeper issues. Some of those
issues may be unique to the Church of God; some may be shared with other Christian groups and
denominations. It is more likely the issues at the root of the problem are misplacement of identity
and a lack of connection with the surrounding culture.
The use of misplacement of identity rather than loss of identity is intentional. The Church’s
identity as the Body of Christ3 and the fellowship of believers4 are still present, but they have

1

This figure was calculated by manually counting the reported average attendance for the
churches affiliated with ORWA as reported in the 2011 yearbook. Church of God Ministries, 2011
Yearbook of the Church of God (Anderson, IN: Warner Press, 2011).
2

This figure was calculated by manually counting the reported average attendance for the
churches affiliated with ORWA as reported in the 2001 yearbook. Church of God Ministries, 2001
Yearbook of the Church of God (Anderson, IN: Warner Press, 2001).
3

See 1 Corinthians 12:27.

1

2
ceased to be its principal identity. The central identity of the church been buried under layers of
other identities such as the church as a business, the church as a building, and the church as a
marketer of religious programs and services.

Competing Sources of Identity in Churches
Church as a Business

One factor that has contributed to this loss of identity is the tendency for churches to adopt a
business model for their governance and decision making structures. The predominant leadership
structure in the district churches is that of a board and council model. The church council is
tasked with leadership and decision-making, and the board of trustees is tasked with control and
oversight of the budget. The flow of meetings is generally guided and controlled according to
Robert’s Rules of Order.5
There is nothing intrinsically wrong with a business governance model or with Robert’s
Rules of Order. They are excellent tools for running a business because they were created to
make business decisions. But because of that, these tools encourage all decisions to be treated
like business decisions.
In her article, “Discernment in Complex Affairs,” Barbara Valukas applies R.A. Heifetz’s
three types of leadership situations to the Church.6 A type I situation is one where the problem is
known and the solution is apparent. Leaders merely need to decide whether or not to apply the
4

See Acts 2:42

Robert’s Rules of Order is a system of common rules and procedures designed to help
businesses and groups manage meetings and determine the will of the majority through a democratic
process. Beverly Kimberly, “Robert’s Rules of Order—Summary Version,” http://www.robertsrules.org/
(accessed January 8, 2013).
5

Barbara Valukas, “Discernment of Complex Affairs,” Human Development 25, no. 4 (Winter
2004: 25-30).
6

3
solution to the problem.7 Business structures and parliamentary procedures excel in type I
situations.
In a Type II situation the problem is clear, but the solution is obscure, at least initially. The
leaders’ task is to formulate possible solutions, choose a solution to implement, and then evaluate
the fruits of that direction to determine if the adopted solution is bringing about the desired
results.8
In a type III situation neither the full problem nor the solution are apparent. In this type
of situation leaders must step out in faith with the commitment to learn, apply, and adjust as they
go. The best solution often surfaces after the question has been lived with for a while. An initial
direction initiates movement, but allows for learning and shaping. A solution may grow over
time that was not even on the horizon initially. 9
Forcing a decision when a solution is not apparent as in a type II situation, or where the
problem is not understood, as in a type III situation, can be counterproductive.
Valukas observes,
Heifetz cautions that there is often a temptation for groups that are uncomfortable with
complexity, ambiguity and uncertainty to push prematurely a Type II or Type III question
into a Type I question in order to have the satisfaction of a "quick fix.”10
Boards and parliamentary procedures exist to make decisions; they are tailored for a Type I
situation where a decision is the proper response. A board that has made a decision has served its
purpose. Parliamentary procedure that has helped manage and streamline the decision making

7

Ibid., 26.

8

Ibid., 27.

9

Ibid., 28.

10

Ibid.
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process has functioned properly. Often a decision and a streamlined process are not the best
responses but they are comfortable and familiar.
When a church shapes its decision-making structure and process according to a business
model, it begins to function like a business and eventually perceive itself as a business. This is
not to say that good business decisions and good Kingdom decisions are always incompatible,
but neither are they always compatible. And sometimes when the two are at odds it is
counterintuitive to set aside the right business decision and step into the right Kingdom decision
when business structures dictate the decision making process.
Recently, the ORWA executive council was presented with two offers on a piece of real
estate it had listed for sale. A shrinking congregation had decided to disband and close its doors;
the church building and property reverted to ORWA. No debt was owed on the property, but
ORWA was providing insurance and paying for maintenance. The property had been on the
market for over a year, so there was some urgency to sell. One of the offers was from a
construction company that wanted the property for offices and equipment staging. The other was
from a church plant that had outgrown the living room it was meeting in. The construction
company offered nearly twice what the church did.
The executive council was sympathetic to the church group—there was no sense of
competition, but ultimately it voted to accept the other offer. The council did not reject the offer,
it merely passed it over. The offer was never seriously considered because it was so much lower
than the others.11The council defined itself in business terms; its role was to manage ORWA’s

11

I attend these meetings to provide information from my area of responsibility. Questions like,
“what are the rules,” or “what do the by-laws say,” often arise during deliberations. The members do
project an impression that their options are limited by structure and format.
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affairs. The property had been listed for a long time and had been maintained at ORWA’s
expense. The constituency expected the executive council to make timely and sound decisions,
and considering the current financial climate it made good business sense to accept the larger
offer.
Under another structure the ultimate decision may have been the same, but another
structure might have had a different set of defining parameters. Another process might have
allowed for space to meet with the two groups and hear their hearts and the Spirit’s leading.
Another sense of identity might have led the council to value attentiveness rather than
expediency and common sense. Defining issues and problems according to business concepts
does simplify the decision making process. It can provide clear and measurable parameters for a
good decision. But a good decision for a business is not always the best choice for a church.
Church as a Building

Not only is the identity of churches obscured by the perception of the church as a business, it
is also obscured by the perception of the church as a building or a facility. The language is
pervasive. Phrases like, “I’m going to church,” or, “We’ll meet at the church,” are not just
convenient linguistic references, they are expressions of how churches embed the identity of a
particular group of believers in the place that they meet.
A few years ago I served as interim pastor for a declining congregation. We were a group of
about 50 meeting in a facility built to serve a congregation of 600. Another congregation offered
to lease our building for five years. The larger congregation would be in a facility that better fit
their size, and we could move to a facility that better met our needs. If we grew into our building
in the five years, we could chose to not renew the lease and move back into our facility.
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One day I was in the church office discussing the offer with our treasurer. I commented that
it might be the best thing for the congregation to let the building go. She said rather sarcastically,
“I guess we could do that and then we could all just disperse to the other Church of God
congregations in town.” I was taken aback by her comment and asked, “So you mean this church
doesn’t exist without this building?” She looked at me as if that were a foolish question and
asked back, “Why would it?”12 The church and the building were so intertwined in her mind that
one could not exist without the other.
A building can even shift a church’s sense of mission. A church with a dedicated facility is
more likely to focus its efforts on convincing people in the community to come to church, rather
than working on being the church within the community.
I planted a church in Mariposa, CA in 1994. For the first five years the church met in livingrooms and rented facilities. Everything that we did was oriented toward the community around
us. We participated in most community events and projects, and we habitually collaborated with
civic groups, social service organizations and government agencies.
A year or two after we built our own facility, the leadership realized that nearly every
ministry and program of our church was housed in our building. The building was located
outside of town, so we had abandoned our presence in the community. The shift was not a
conscious choice; we just felt at home in our own building. It did, however, take continued
conscious effort to force ourselves back out to the community we claimed to be called to.
Buildings and facilities play a disproportionate role in many church’s identities. J. Philip
Horrigan observes that the early Church’s identity came from their gathering in Jesus’ name.
12

Treasurer, Holladay Park Church of God, in discussion with Bruce Steffensen, February 2010.
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Jesus did not instruct his followers to build anything.13 He goes on to point out that source of
identity was consistent for at least the first two centuries:
Clement of Alexandria (d. 215) could say: "It is not the place but the assembly of the elect
that I call church." And Hippolytus (d. 225) would state: "It is not a place that is called
church, nor a house made of stones and earth ...what then is the church? It is the holy
assembly of those who live in righteousness.14
In those early centuries, the church understood itself as a gathering of believers. Wood and
stone did not define it or mark its boundaries. The early believers were unquestionably the
church even though most gatherings did not possess buildings. It is curious that both Clement
and Hippolytus would see the need to address the source of the church’s identity. Perhaps they
saw even then the temptation for a gathering to give over its identity to a building. Horrigan goes
on to argue that after the Edict of Milan in 313 the Church began to adapt the architecture of the
basilica to design its own meeting places. It was about this time that the term ekklesia began to
be used to refer to the place where Christians met.15
The Contemporary Church does not exist in the same world as the early Church. All
modern churches should not abandon their facilities just because early churches did not
commonly have buildings. Buildings can be practical tools that house meetings and activities.
But, as Jennifer Clark reflects, “The church building supports and sustains religious,
congregational, personal, and community memory.”16 Clark highlights an important point by
using the term “supports.” A building is a support, a tool to assist a church in what it does; it is
13

J. Philip Horrigan, "Sacred Space, Temple of the Divine and Human.” Part 1, Church Buildings
Through the Ages," Liturgical Ministry 14, (December 1, 2005): 9.
14

Ibid.

15

Ibid., 10.

16

Jennifer Clark, "This Special Shell: The Church Building and the Embodiment of Memory,"
Journal Of Religious History 31, no. 1 (March 1, 2007): 59-77.
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not the church. Facilities can fill an important role in a church’s life and ministry. It is important
to find a balance between seeing the building as a vital component, and the building as the source
of the church’s identity.

Identity Issues Specific to the Church of God
The issues mentioned thus far may be shared with many churches or denominations.
Specific identity issues do exist within the Church of God as well. It is important for a
denomination or tradition to understand its own identity so it can bring its voice and perspective
to the rich spectrum of the greater church.
Fading into the Crowd

Doctrinal and theological mainstreaming of many Churches of God is one of the issues
that may be clouding the Movement’s identity. The Church of God Reformation Movement was
birthed because its pioneers saw the need to combat the evils of denominationalism and
sectarianism.17 A professed stance against denominationalism would seem to imply that the
group would be ecumenical to its core, but the pioneers of the movement leaned in the opposite
direction.
The Church of God pioneers were known as “Come-outers.” The first Church of God
congregation came into being in October 1881 because Daniel S. Warner and a handful of others
went to a meeting of a holiness association called the Northern Indiana Eldership of the
17

The Church of God does consider itself a denomination for this reason. It is most often known
as The Church of God, Anderson, IN, its official name is The Church of God Reformation Movement.

9
Churches of God and demanded that they eliminate formal membership and end the practice of
granting ministerial licenses. Both were seen as attempts to impose human controls and
parameters on God’s church. The eldership refused Warner’s request. Church of God historian
Barry L. Callen writes that, “Five people walked out of the meeting with Warner, declaring that
they were ‘coming out’ of all sectism.” The first Church of God congregation was born.18
From its inception, the Church of God has perceived itself as a movement that existed to
call the Church to reject all sects, to see the church as a voluntary gathering of those who have
been regenerated, and to accept the Bible and the Spirit together as the sufficient sources of all
truth. This sense of being a corrective movement to the Church at large along with the belief in
the Wesleyan doctrine of holiness gave the early Church of God a clear and specific identity. 19
The Church of God’s identity was further shaped by its apocalyptic perspective. The early
Church of God pioneers saw themselves as the expression of the final reformation that was
foretold in Zechariah 14:6-7, “On that day there shall not be either cold or frost. And there shall
be continuous day (it is known to the Lord), not day and not night, for at evening time there shall
be light.”
Simply put, the early Church of God pioneers believed that the church had existed in its
intended form until 270 ACE, at which point it fell into apostasy. The great reformation of 1530
was seen as only a partial restoration; the final restoration came with the Church of God
reformation in the 1880s. The Church of God saw itself as the “evening light” that Zechariah

18

Barry L. Callen, It's God's Church: The Life & Legacy of Daniel Sidney Warner (Anderson, IN:
Warner Press, 1995), 95.
19

Ibid., 102.
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foretold.20 It believed it existed to call the Universal Church back to what God meant it to be.
This initial emphasis on the end times faded by the 1920s,21 but it had been an integral reason for
the Church of God’s formation and existence.
Along with this clear mission and message, the early Church of God had a clear voice as
well. In its formative years, the movement was not centered around denominational offices or
headquarters, but around a publishing effort called The Gospel Trumpet.22 Originally started as a
paper, The Gospel Trumpet Company eventually published music, curriculum, and books that
carried the message of the movement. As the years passed, these publications kept proclaiming
the message and mission of the movement to the churches attached to it.
With the homogeneous nature and marketing power of contemporary Christian
publishing many Church of God congregations today are using the same worship music,
curriculum and literature that other groups are using. While the quality and truth of this material
is not in question, the Church of God has blended in with mainstream evangelical Christianity
and has lost its distinctive message and identity. At least from appearances, this group that once
saw itself as a unique expression of the Body of Christ commissioned to call the greater church
back to its original state, is trying its hardest to look, sound, and act like everyone else in the
evangelical realm.
The early Church of God pioneers would not have considered themselves evangelicals
which makes this mainstreaming tendency even more intriguing. Church of God historian Merle
20

Merle D. Strege, Tell Me Another Tale: Further Reflections on the Church of God (Anderson,
IN: Warner Press, 1993), 13.
21

Patrick Nachtigall, Mosaic: A Journey Across the Church of God (Anderson, IN: Warner Press,

2010), 16.
22

Callen, It’s God’s Church, 87.
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Strege points out that while the Church of God shares many of the core beliefs of evangelicalism,
they come from a different root system.23 The Church of God actually traces its roots back
through the Wesley’s to the 17th century Pietists. The roots of the evangelical movement go back
to what Strege terms the “Protestant scholastic dogmatists who were contemporary with and
often the target of Pietists, who criticized the excessive rationalism of the scholastics'
theology.”24 Strege explains the significance of this, “for Pietists the locus of assurance lay in the
witness of the Spirit, whereas for the scholastics it lay in the intellect's assent to sound
doctrine.”25 So while the Church of God pioneers believed that guidance and instruction came
through the Word, it had to carry with it the confirmation of the Spirit. Because of this
difference, Strege warns that to take on the evangelical label is, “risking the loss of one of the
movement’s central theological assumptions.”26
It might be tempting to brush these shifts aside as merely the result of the gravitational
pull of social and organizational realities. However, if these realities dictate that this group now
finds itself settling in as one among many of the sects it was birthed to speak out against, one
must wonder if the relevance of the message and mission of this movement have run their
course.
Local Autonomy

The growing primacy of the local church is another issue that may be unique to the
Church of God, and in fact may be a direct result of the movement’s culture. As was noted
earlier, a major impetus for the birth of the Church of God was that the Church of God pioneers
23

Strege, Tell Me Another Tale, 17.

24

Ibid.

25

Ibid.

26

Ibid., 18.
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believed the human structures were usurping the Spirit’s authority. As Dr. Strege comments,
“There is no question that early Church of God people harbored a deep suspicion of all forms of
ecclesiastical organization.”27 Because this evil was preached against in the early days of the
movement this suspicion became deeply ingrained in its identity.
Also as noted before, the Church of God resisted any form of centralizing structure,
except the Gospel Trumpet for the first 25 years.28 However, that central structure eventually
came. And now the movement has an international headquarters. The movement went from a
group that said, “We didn’t have a headquarters because it’s in heaven!”29 to the group known as
The Church of God, Anderson, IN.
Though the organizational structure in Anderson is as complex and involved as that of
any denomination, it has no authority over the local churches.30 The autonomy of the local
church has always been a part of the Church of God identity. But as the years have passed, the
tenor of that autonomy has shifted. In the early years of the movement, the individual churches
saw themselves as the local expression of the mission of the broader movement. They perceived
themselves to be interdependent rather than independent. They shared a common identity and
mission.31

27

Ibid., 11.

28

Nachtigall, Mosaic, 97.

29

Ibid., 10.

30

Strege, Tell Me Another Tale, 12.

31

Gilbert W. Stafford, Signals at The Crossroads: The Church of God in the 21st Century
(Anderson, IN: Warner Press, 2011), 15.
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Church of God scholar, Dr. Gilbert W. Stafford describes the new version of local
congregation autonomy like this: “in the relatively new emphasis, it is a matter of congregational
autonomy with little or no attention given to the connectional life within the Church of God as a
whole.”32 Rather than being a part of a greater whole, local congregations are absorbed with their
own mission and identity so there is little effort given to connecting.
Camp meetings and other such gatherings were celebrated and anticipated in Church of
God history. Strege observes, “In the movement’s early years, the saints prized the simple event
of meeting together as the church rather than ‘establishing’ it.”33 Nearly every region in the
movement conducted a camp meeting in the formative years of the movement. Today Oregon
State Camp Meeting is one of the few still convening though only about ten percent of the
constituency attends.34
There may be many reasons why camp meetings are dying. The busyness of modern life
may be a factor; competition from other forms of entertainment might draw some away. The
camp meeting format may not connect with the current culture. But as “come-outers” the early
pioneers had a common identity that drew them together and distinguished them from other
groups.35 Without a strong central structure to hold the churches together, and a blurring of the
message and identity that distinguished the movement, churches have difficulty seeing
themselves as part of a greater whole. They have become more autonomous and less connected.

32

Ibid.

33

Merle D. Strege, Tell Me the Tale: Historical Reflections on the Church of God, (Anderson, IN:
Warner Press, 1991), 30.
34

Nachtigall, Mosaic, 102-103.

35

Strege, Tell Me the Tale, 30.
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Separation from the World

The final issue to be addressed is that of a lack of connection with the surrounding
culture. As was documented at the beginning of this section, the constituency of the district has
declined about 28 percent; over the same period of time, the population of Oregon has increased
by about 12 percent. This indicates many possible problems, but it can safely be said that in
general the ORWA churches are failing to attract new members in any significant way.

In the summer of 2011, ORWA conducted a survey of the Churches of God in Oregon in
order to compare age demographics with the demographics of the state of Oregon represented in
the 2010 U.S. census. The senior pastors of the churches were asked to provide their own ages,
and then provide age breakdowns of their congregations using the U.S. Census bureau’s age
demographic categories. About 40 percent of the pastors responded, and while the data cannot be
considered precise, it was telling. The comparison between the state of Oregon and the Churches
of God looked like this:
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While not many concrete or specific conclusions can be drawn from this comparison,
some general observations can be made. The age group with the largest population in both
ORWA and the state of Oregon is the 45-64 age group. Twenty-seven percent of the state’s
population and 28.1 percent of the ORWA population are of that age demographic. But beyond
that, the similarities disappear. In the state of Oregon, the next largest population segment is the
19-34 age group; for the Church of God in Oregon, this group is the smallest segment.
Conversely, the second largest segment in the Church of God is the 65 and over group at 22.8
percent;36 this segment is the smallest of the state’s population at 13.9 percent.37
These numbers provide a faint sketch of a group that is aging and at the same time is
losing its influence in the younger age groups. Significant also, is that only three of the sitting
pastors in the district are under 40 years of age.38 Much like the constituency, the leadership of
the churches is aging and not reproducing itself.
Although the general constituency of ORWA may not have seen these specific statistics,
they would not likely have been surprised by them. At the 2011 district camp meeting held in
July, a workshop explaining the discernment process was presented. To get a sense of where the
district and its churches were in relation to the general culture of the region, the workshop
participants were asked to imagine ORWA as a person. Would it be a man or a woman? How old
would he/she be? What would be his/her marital status, hobbies, job, favorite restaurant, etc.?39
ORWA District Office, “Church Age Demographic Survey, 2011.” Survey Monkey,
http://www.surveymonkey.com/MySurveys.aspx (accessed January 10, 2012).
36
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and understand their identity. See Janet R. Cawley, Who is Our Church: Imagining Congregational
Identity (Henderson, VA: The Alban Institute, 2006).
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The group agreed that the district would be represented by a Caucasian woman in her sixties,
retired or near retirement, whose favorite restaurant was Applebee’s, and who spent all her
evenings, except bowling night, watching television.
The workshop participants were then asked to imagine what kind of person the
population of the state of Oregon would be following the same set of guidelines. The majority of
the group was from the greater Portland area so that probably influenced their perceptions. They
agreed upon a single, white male in his mid-thirties. He liked to eat at food carts, and spent his
evenings hanging out in coffee shops or pubs.
Without prompting the group began to compare the two personifications, and observed
that the two would not naturally move in the same circles. In fact there was doubt that the two
would even meet unless there was some intentional move by one to step into the other’s sphere. 40
This lack of connection with younger age groups is not specific to the Church of God. In
their book Unchristian, Kinnaman and Lyons analyze the perceptions 16-29 year olds have of
Christians, specifically evangelicals. Of that age group, 40 percent considered themselves
“outsiders” with no connection with Christianity or the institutional church. Comparatively, 27
percent of baby boomers, and 23 percent of elders identified themselves as outsiders. 41 42
While those statistics alone show at least a growing lack of interest in the church, the
disconnection with the younger generation goes deeper than merely a lack of interest. When
40

Bruce Steffensen, Discernment Process Introduction (Workshop, Churches of God of Oregon
and Southwest Washington Annual Campmeeting, Warner Pacific College, Portland, OR, July 2011).
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David Kinnaman and Gabe Lyons, Unchristian: What a New Generation Really Thinks About
Christianity…and Why it Matters (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2007), 18.
42
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polled about their perception of Christianity, only 16 percent of 16 to 29 year olds had a
favorable impression of Christianity, while only 10 percent had a good impression of born-again
Christians and 3 percent had a good impression of evangelicals.43
Kinnaman and Lyons’ research led them to six themes on which the poor impressions
were focused. Outsiders saw Christians as:


Hypocritical—What most Christians say and what they do are different.



Too focused on getting converts—Christians care more about getting converts than
they do about people.



Anti-homosexual—Outsiders see Christians as bigoted.



Sheltered—Christians are out of touch with reality.



Too political—Christians are motivated by a political agenda.



Judgmental—Christians are quick to judge others, and really don’t love people like
they say they do.44

Although these perceptions are not Church of God specific, and may or may not reflect
specific local perceptions, they do frame how a generation sees the church. These perceptions
must be acknowledged in any process focusing on ORWA’s present and future priorities and
direction. The numbers uncovered in the survey of the district churches also suggest that not only
is the Church of God struggling to reach the younger members of the surrounding culture, it
appears to be unsuccessful at retaining the interest and loyalty of its own children.

43
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After writing Unchristian, Kinnaman followed with another book called, You Lost Me. While
Unchristian focused on 16-29 year olds who considered themselves outsiders to Christianity,
You Lost Me focuses on those in the same age group who grew up inside the institutional church,
but ultimately left it.
Kinnaman reveals why research on 16-29 year olds is significant when he says, “The first
step in the discovery process is to understand two simple facts:
1. Teenagers are some of the most religiously active Americans.
2. American twentysomethings are the least religiously active.”45
Kinnaman states that there is a 43 percent drop in church engagement between the teens
and early adult years.46 Like the outsiders of Unchristian, the 16 to 29 year olds who have
separated themselves from the church cited a few major reasons for their disconnection. They
saw the church as:


Overprotective—twenty-three percent said Christians demonize everything
outside of the church, while 22 percent felt the Church ignores real world
problems.47



Shallow—Thirty-one percent said church is boring. Twenty-four percent said that
the faith they were taught was not relevant to their career or interests while 23
percent felt their church did not prepare them for real life. It was noteworthy that

David Kinnaman, You Lost Me: Why Young Christians are Leaving Church…and Rethinking
Faith (Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Books, 2011), 16.
45
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23 percent also said that the Bible was not taught clearly or often enough, and 20
percent felt that God seemed to be missing from their experience of church.48


Anti-science—Thirty-five percent of the respondents claimed that Christians are
too confident they have all the answers, while 29 percent said that churches are
out of step with the world we live in. Eighteen percent said Christianity is antiintellectual.49 It is also important to note that 52 percent of youth group teens
polled in another survey stated that they aspired to science-related careers.50 If
this perception persists there is a large group heading for alienation.



Repressive—The issue of sex important is in this age group. Twenty-five percent
stated that they did not want to follow all the church’s rules, while 21 percent
wanted more freedom in their life but could not find it in church. Seventeen
percent felt judged when they have made mistakes, and 12 percent went as far as
to say they led a “double life” between their faith and their real life.51



Exclusive—Thirty-eight percent of the respondents claimed that churches were
not accepting of gays and lesbians. Twenty-nine percent believed that Christians
are afraid of the beliefs of other faiths. Another 29 percent felt they were forced to
choose between their faith and their friends, while 22 percent described church as
being like a country club, only for insiders.52
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Doubtless—Thirty-six percent of respondents felt they could not ask their most
pressing questions in church. Although 23 percent claimed to have significant
intellectual doubts about faith, 10 percent said they were not allowed to talk about
their doubts in church.53

It is important to remember that these are general measures of perceptions. Some may be
accurate indicators of the way Christians portray themselves; others may be misconceptions that
need correction. Either way it is vital that the church examines itself in light of them.
Though many 16-29 year olds have a negative impression of the Church and anything
Christian, they are more spiritually inquisitive than the generations preceding them. A 2010
Knights of Columbus/Marist poll54 of millennials55 in the general population found that their
highest stated priority was “to be spiritual or close to God.” Thirty-one percent of respondents
chose that answer. The highest priority for the preceding generations was “To get married and
have a family.” Spirituality was a priority for only 17 percent of Gen-Xers,56 19 percent of Baby
Boomers,57 and 21 percent of the Greatest Generation.58 Any process of examination and
evaluation must struggle with the fact that though there appears to be a significant spiritual
hunger in this generation, young people are not going to the church to have that hunger satiated.
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Summary
The Church of God Reformation Movement and ORWA are faced with a crisis. The
symptoms of the crisis can be seen in the declining numbers, aging demographics and dwindling
finances. The apparent solution might be to create or borrow a church growth program, and
institute a campaign to stimulate giving—to respond as they have always responded—but this
would be a superficial solution at best.
Applying a surface solution to a deep problem is not the answer. ORWA and other
Church of God groups need to rediscover their identity and message, and determine how those
are best lived out in the present context. The Church of God cannot live out its unique message
and mission by merely emulating practices of other denominations and movements. Church of
God churches and associations cannot function as the Church of God by borrowing structures
and decision-making processes designed for other types of organizations and institutions.
Adopting solutions developed by other groups is not the answer for the Church of God if
it is to remain a significant and unique voice to the Church at large, but there is much that can be
learned from others. Examining what denominations have learned as they have wrestled with
similar symptoms will be helpful. Chapter two will explore the Presbyterian, United Methodist
and Southern Baptist denominations.
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CHAPTER TWO: OTHER APPROACHES

The trend of declining numbers and an aging constituency is not unique to ORWA or the
Church of God movement. Many other movements and denominations are experiencing similar
trends. The Presbyterian Church USA lost 2.5 percent of its membership in 2007. In 2004 the
United Methodist Church declined by 10 percent, and if current trends continue, it is projected
that half of the congregations of the Southern Baptist Church will close by 2030.1
Addressing these issues has long been the focus of many local congregations. Recently,
many more denominations have begun wrestling with the problem at the national level. Activity
at the regional, or judicatory, level is not so readily apparent.

Local Church Approaches
Numbers became the focus with the rise of the church growth movement in the 1970s and
the publication of Donald McGavran’s Understanding Church Growth.2 While it may not have
been intentional, the attention this movement gave to numbers and data soon led to them
becoming the ultimate measure of significance and success. In response to this, many of the
churches associated with ORWA have attempted to appear more contemporary and relevant.
Churches commonly make changes like replacing pews with chairs, updating to a more
contemporary—or at least a blended—style of music, and adding power point and video
projection capabilities. This was their nod at relevancy.

1
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The search for the next big idea is still going on. Every year the Western Ministerial
Association of the Church of God sponsors a conference during the week following Easter. The
program usually highlights a keynote speaker who is a pastor from a large growing church.
During the sessions the speaker generally outlines the programs or principles used to grow his or
her church.
With the widespread perception that numbers are the chief indicator of success, the
temptation is to find something that is working for someone else and attempt to reproduce it even
though the program was birthed in a different community with different needs, values, and
problems. This is a misinformed, ecclesiological version of positive deviance. Positive deviance3
assumes a common context, which looks for individuals who are succeeding where others are
not, or have solved problems that others have not, within a common context. The Church, even
the North American Church, is too broad a context. Looking for the latest program from the
church that seems to be the most “successful” at the time does not take into consideration the
surrounding community or the social setting of individual churches. What works well for a
mega-church in an urban setting may not translate to a modest sized church in a small town or
rural setting.

Denominational Level Approaches
While wrestling with growth and outreach has long been the focus of local congregations,
some denominations have begun attempts to address these struggles on the national level. As
mentioned earlier, the Presbyterian Church USA, United Methodist Church, and the Southern
3

Positive Deviance is based on the observation that in every community there are certain
individuals or groups whose uncommon behaviors and strategies enable them to find better solutions to
problems than their peers, while having access to the same resources and facing similar or worse
challenges. Positive Deviance Initiative “What is Positive Deviance?” http://www.positivedeviance.org/,
(accessed February 23, 2012).
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Baptist Convention have all experienced significant declines in their memberships over the last
few years. It will be instructive to examine the actions these three groups have taken at their
national level to address their declining numbers.
The Presbyterian Church

In 2006, the 217th General Assembly of the Presbyterian Church (USA) charged a Form
of Government Task Force to craft proposed revisions to the “Foundations of Presbyterian
Polity” and the “Revised Form of Government” with recommendations to the General Assembly.
The revision was to be submitted in time for it to be presented to the 219th General Assembly in
2010.4
This might seem an odd approach to take when trying to address issues of aging and
decline, but structure and governance is foundational to the identity of the PCUSA.5 As stated on
the PCUSA website, “Presbuteros, the Greek word meaning “elder,” is used 72 times in the New
Testament. It provided the name for the Presbyterian family of churches…The Presbyterian
Church (U.S.A.) is distinctly a confessional and a connectional church, distinguished by the
representation of elders — laymen and laywomen — in its government.”6 This philosophy is
articulated by William E. Chapman, "The Form of Government displays how we have chosen to

Toya Richards Hill, “FOG Revision Sent for Study to Churches and Presbyteries,”
http://archive.pcusa.org/ga218/news/ga08117.htm, (accessed March 1, 2012).
4

Presbyterian Mission Agency. “Presbyterian Distinctives,”
http://www.presbyterianmission.org/ministries/101/distinctives/ (accessed October 5, 2012)
5

6
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translate the basics of our faith into mission."7 So to the PCUSA, the Form of Government is a
reflection of the identity and role of the church.
In his article, “What is Missional Ecclesiology,” Presbyterian minister and task force
member Paul Hooker explains how revising the Form of Government will transform the focus of
the church. He points out that the “true church” was characterized by two “notes” or “marks” by
reformer John Calvin. According to Calvin, the marks were that “the Word of God was truly
preached and heard, and that the sacraments were rightly administered.” in the true church.8
Later, John Knox and the Scottish reformers included another note, which added, “that
ecclesiastical discipline is uprightly ministered.”9
Based on these notes, the Form of Government of the PCUSA provided a structure for a
church that existed to preach the Word of God, administer the sacraments, and live in covenant
community. While Hooker acknowledges that these are still essential foundations for the identity
of the PCUSA he goes on to point out that recently they have begun to be seen as “’in-house’
tasks…that have no connection with the world beyond the doors and walls of the sanctuary.”10
According to Hooker, the revised Form of Government, written through the lens of missional
ecclesiology, does not add to, or take from the notes that have historically identified the PCUSA,
but “re-understands them in light of the self-sending of God into the world.”11 In the revised
William E. Chapman, “Reflection on the New Foundations of Presbyterian Policy,”
http://oga.pcusa.org/section/departments/constitutional-services/reflection-new-foundations-presbyterianpolity/, (accessed March 1, 2012).
7
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Form of Government, proclaiming the word goes beyond preaching. It includes, “the
presentation to the world of the claims of Christ on the world.” The sacraments “become a nexus
between our reality and the new reality of God.” And in the community people covenant
together to “grow in the life of faith and to bear witness in the world.”12
The methodology of the PCUSA is instructive in many ways. They did not attempt to
recreate themselves, ex nihilo, into something they had never been before. Rather, they went
back to their roots, re-examined what they had always been, and then set out to restore the sense
of mission to their movement.
As Gabe Lyons observes,
By definition, when we restore, we create something new that has a striking resemblance
to the past. Rather than being stuck in the present, restorers run back to the other end of
the timeline and focus on what once was--and what should be again. Then they create.13
According to Lyons description, the approach was restorative. If the PCUSA had strictly
focused on solving the current problem, it would have been, as Lyons terms it, “stuck in the
present.” It might have manufactured or borrowed a solution based on contemporary thinking
but in conflict with its historic identity. Instead, the PCUSA chose to re-examine its historic
identity in light of its current context. This allowed it to create a new direction for the future that
was true to its Presbyterian identity.
Presentation of the Word, administering of the sacraments and ecclesial community have
always been a part of the PCUSA identity. Eliminating or replacing those core markers would
mean the denomination would cease to be who it was. It would de facto become someone or
12
13
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something else. Addressing their problem through a restructuring process also echoes back to the
denomination’s roots. Structure and governance is an important part of the PCUSA identity. By
embedding its mission in its form of government, or to put it differently, by expressing its
mission through its form of government the efforts are aimed at restoration rather than
reinvention. The PCUSA is affirmed that its message and presence is still important; the need is
to learn how to live out and communicate that identity and message in today’s context.

The United Methodist Church

The United Methodist Church perspective on the problem is significantly different. The
PCUSA talks of markers or notes when describing its unique identity, the UMC14 talks of
mission. The UMC identifies itself with the mission of making disciples. And rather than seeing
this mission embedded in a form of government, the UMC sees mission primarily executed in the
local congregation.
This perception is expressed by the Call to Action Steering Team research findings:
As a result of prayer, discernment, and work together, we envision a global connectional
Church that has a clear consensus about its mission to make disciples of Jesus Christ for
the transformation of the world, with local congregations being the most significant
arenas where this mission occurs.15
The UMC does have a strong central structure, but that is not the denomination’s
identifying feature. The UMC understands itself as a mission driven organization focused on

United Methodist Church, “Mission and Ministry,”
http://www.umc.org/site/c.lwL4KnN1LtH/b.2295473/k.7034/Mission_and_Ministry.htm (accessed
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making disciples. The local church, not the central structure, is where the mission is lived out.
The UMC recognized this, so it approached the problem differently than the PCUSA.
The Council of Bishops and the Connectional Table16 of the UMC launched what they
term the “Call to Action Project” in November of 2009. In January 2010 the Call to Action
Steering Team was formed and charged to, “gather data, including a mandate to seek an
objective operational assessment of the Connection that will result in findings and
recommendations leading to the reordering of the life of the Church.”17
Because the local church is the expression of the identity and mission of the UMC, the
Steering Team contracted with Towers Watson to identify common practices, or markers, that

16
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are shared by vital congregations. 18Every responding church received a score for each vitality
factor, and was placed into one of three groups, low vitality, medium vitality and high vitality.19
Once the high vitality churches were identified, common practices were determined that
contributed directly to vital congregation indicators and they were designated as
“drivers.”20Towers-Watson identified four of these key drivers.
The first driver identified the importance of small groups and programs. Churches that
were identified as vital shared a commonality of small groups for adults and strong programs for
children and youth.21
The second factor that drove vital churches was lay leadership. Leadership with a vital
personal faith was particularly effective. Towers-Watson also found that vital congregations

18
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rotated leaders into and out of leadership positions, and thus had a larger percentage of the
congregation who had served, or were serving in leadership positions.22
A third driver was worship service style. The research discovered that vital congregation
featured a blended form of worship as opposed to a purely contemporary or traditional style.
Along with a blended worship style, vital congregations leaned toward more topical preaching
with the use of multimedia.23
The final driver was the pastor. With lay leadership being a driver of congregational
vitality, it should be no surprise that mentoring and leadership development was a prominent
priority among pastors of vital congregations. Along with that priority, the research indicated
that pastors of vital congregations were able to motivate others to set and achieve significant
goals, influence others to join in to achieve those goals, and, and inspire the congregation.
Pastors with long tenures were also prevalent in vital congregations.24
Once the drivers were identified, Apex25 was contracted to analyze the denominational
leadership and structures. It was asked to recommend ways leadership structures might be
reconfigured to facilitate the congregational changes that would eventually be recommended by
the Call to Action Steering Team.
Apex was charged to “identify primary opportunities or ‘levers’ that will:
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Support the attributes of a vital connection for the 21st century
Improve decision making, implementation effectiveness, and accountability
Improve affordability, and align resources with the determinants of church vitality
and the Four areas of Focus.”26

The findings presented to the Call to Action Steering Team identified six needs to be
addressed:
• Recognition of the value and need for the Council of Bishops to exercise strong
and courageous leadership, working in concert and fostering alignment throughout
The Connection27
• More clarity and understanding about the UMC’s mission, culture, and values
• Less perceived organizational “distance” between and among the foundational units
of the church
• Better-defined leadership roles, responsibilities, and accountability; with greater
clarity about outcomes
• More standardized management processes and reporting systems
• Streamlining of connectional structures to achieve effective governance, lowered
costs, and higher levels of performance.28

Based on the data that were collected, and the recommendations made by both firms, the
Call to Action Steering Team had to bring a plan that specifically implemented the
recommendations. The team’s key recommendations were:


Concentrate on the drivers of Vital to build effective practices in congregations



Dramatically reform the clergy leadership development, deployment, evaluation,
and accountability systems.

Apex HG LLC,” The United Methodist Church Operational Assessment Project Executive
Summary Presentation,” (assessed October 9, 2012).
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Use the three factors of vitality identified by Towers-Watson to shape policies and
direct the use of human and financial resources.



Reform the Council of Bishops, with the expectation of strong leadership in
establishing a new culture of accountability throughout the church.



Consolidate program and administrative agencies to serve the denominations new
priorities and to minimize redundancy, administrative distance and expense.29

Like the PCUSA the UMC used a methodology which fits its identity. The UMC sees its
identity being housed in the local congregation, so this was the focus of much of its research. At
the same time the UMC is an organization with a relatively centralized, top downward, structure
so the process was initiated and directed by the national offices.
The UMC characterizes itself as being “connectional.” The UMC website states, “No
local church is the total body of Christ. Therefore, local United Methodist churches are bound
together by a common mission and common governance that accomplish reaching out into the
world.”30 This governance structure is representative; the leaders are elected. In that sense the
structure is connectional. But the connection is one of authority. The local congregation is not
autonomous. The local church is subject to the will of the whole. Local pastors are even
appointed and removed by the Bishop.31
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It is not surprising that the UMC used a very centralized process. Local congregations
were analyzed but by a group commissioned by the national leadership. The churches were
categorized by their commonalities rather than their uniquenesses, and the final
recommendations of the Steering Team called for those local churches to shape their identity and
practices around a common model of a “vital congregation,” instead of around the personality,
character and needs of their local community. The approach was also very businesslike. One of
the stated strategies of the UMC in this process was to learn and borrow from business and other
types of organizations. As stated in its final report, the Call to Action Team was, “charged to
identify issues and to develop a plan based on successful approaches used in other organizations
that could be adapted and reapplied to the church.”32
The process used by the UMC can be instructive. The UMC did choose a process that fit
its centralized and businesslike structure. It did not try to transform itself into something that it
was not. The UMC is attempting to restore itself by refocusing on its traditional mission.
Questions do arise about the centralized and businesslike nature of the process. While the church
has much it can learn from business, it is a unique institution. As Peter states, “But you are a
chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God’s own possession, so that you
may proclaim the excellencies of Him who has called you out of darkness into His marvelous
light.” 33 Peter identifies the church as a spiritual entity. It is not logical that a community
defined as “a chosen race, a royal priesthood, a holy nation, a people for God’s own possession,”
should model its structure and decision making process after institutions defined by profit and
The Interim Operations Team, “A Call to Action for the United Methodist Church: Final
Report of the Interim Operations Team,” 1, http://umccalltoaction.org/wp-content/uploads/2012/09/ACALL-TO-ACTION-Final-Report-Interim-Operations-Team-September-2012.pdf, (accessed October 13,
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loss. It makes sense that such an extraordinary entity would be best served by a unique structure
and decision making process. At the very least, great care should be taken when trying to
transfer business practices to the Body of Christ.
While the UMC is trying to learn from business, it seems to be ignoring a trend that
business is gravitating toward, the wisdom of de-centralization. As Seth Godin observes, “In an
era of grassroots change, the top of the pyramid is too far away from where the action is to make
much of a difference. It takes too long and it lacks impact. The top isn't the top anymore because
the streets are where the action is.”34 A community is best known by the people living in it.
Priorities and characteristics imposed on a congregation from a central authority do not take
advantage of the wisdom and insight of the people who know local community best. A
standardized set of indicators for congregational vitality implies a homogeneous form of church.
Local churches minister to local communities. A traditional style church is not going to best
serve every community. Blended worship and using power point will probably not induce vitality
for a church in an urban setting serving youths without homes. Local churches should be more
knowledgeable about what will serve their community than national leadership.
The Southern Baptists

The Southern Baptist Convention is also evaluating itself. In March of 2009, 26 of the
denomination’s state convention presidents met to discuss the health of the SBC. According to
Don Kirkland of the Baptist Courier the impetus for the meeting was a Newsweek article
released in 2008, which indicated that the percentage of Americans who identified themselves as
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Christians diminished from 86 percent to 76 percent. At the same time, the percentage that
identified themselves as atheists, agnostics or secularists nearly doubled.35
While the PCUSA is defined by the markers of the Word being preached, the sacraments
being administered and ecclesial discipline being properly applied, and the UMC sees its identity
as rooted in the mission of making disciples, the SBC is a denomination that is formed around
evangelism. The Newsweek findings struck at the very core of the SBC’s identity.
The intent of the meeting, according to organizer Bucky Kennedy, was to determine how
the SBC could position itself for what he termed “A Great Commission resurgence.”36The SBC
leadership saw a need for the denomination to recommit itself to carrying out the great
commission. A few weeks after that meeting, on April 27, 2009, SBC president Ronnie Hunt
released a declaration calling for a “Great Commission Resurgence.” The declaration was posted
on the internet and members of the SBC churches were encouraged to log on and add their
signature to the declaration. By April 30, the declaration had gathered over 700 signatures.37
Less than a month later, drawing on the strength of over 2000 signatures that had been affixed to
the declaration, Hunt proposed that a charge be issued at the June 23-24 SBC annual meeting to
form a task force “to study the national system of associations, state conventions and national
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agencies and institutions so Baptists can “do the best we can with what God has entrusted to
us.”38
At the June annual meeting in Louisville, KY, the following motion was approved:
That the Southern Baptist Convention, meeting June 23-24, 2009 in Louisville,
Kentucky, authorize the President of the Southern Baptist Convention to appoint a
Great Commission Task Force charged to bring a report and any recommendations to
the Southern Baptist Convention meeting in Orlando, Florida, June 15-16, 2010,
concerning how Southern Baptists can work more faithfully and effectively together
in serving Christ through the Great Commission.39
Like the UMC, mission is the central identifier for the SBC. The mission is defined by
the great commission. Leaders believed commitment to the great commission had waned, and
they were looking for ways to rekindle that commitment. The goal was not a new structure, or a
new direction, but a better way to do what they were already doing.
Over the next year, the Great Commission Resurgence Task Force (GCRTF) met with
state leaders,40 listened to the SBC grassroots constituency via blogs, twitter, and forums on a
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website,41 solicited prayer on a another website,42 and even conducted a panel discussion with
doctor of ministry students in a seminar at Southwestern Baptist Theological Seminary.43
At the 2010 annual meeting, the GCRTF presented its report. It was not surprising,
considering the name of the taskforce, that it discovered that, “Great Commission commitment is
diminishing among us.”44 The taskforce supported this claim by citing a reduction in baptisms,45
and a reduction in baptism of teenagers46. The task force also pointed to weak giving by
individuals overall and weak giving of local churches to the Cooperative Program which
provides funding for all SBC domestic and international missions efforts.47
Based on its findings, the GCRTF recommended seven components:


A universal mission statement based on the great commission



A universal set of core values designed to set the SBC apart from a culture that
was becoming increasingly more unchristian.



A renewed commitment to Cooperative Program giving punctuated by the setting
of new, more ambitious goals.
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A recommitment to reaching North America by refocusing the efforts of the North
American Mission Board (NAMB) to church planting and leadership training.
The task force also noted that 63 percent of the funds expended by the NAMB
were used within the states that had the largest SBC presence. They further
recommended that a majority of these funds be used in areas where there was a
low density of SBC churches.



A Reorganization that frees the International Mission Board (IMB), which had
previously focused exclusively on missions outside North America, to use its
expertise to reach unreached and underserved people groups within North
America.



An increased effort by local churches and state conventions to support the
Cooperative Program and provide stewardship education.



A reallocation of the SBC budget so that over 50 percent of the funds received by
the SBC goes to the International Missions Board.48

Like the UMC, the SBC has a strong central organization, but in contrast they choose to
“firmly hold to the principle of church autonomy and self-rule.”49 In light of this, the GCRTF did
not try to analyze the local church. The task force instead, “affirm[ed] the primacy and centrality
of the local church in the life of the Southern Baptist Convention,”50 and then focused on how
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local churches, state conventions and the denominational organization could work together more
efficiently and effectively.
Consistent with the practice of the other two denominations examined above, the SBC
started this process by going back to its roots. From the beginning the SBC was formed around
missions and evangelism. The GCRTF saw a renewed commitment to these roots as the key to
revitalizing their denomination. Both the task forces of the PCUSA and the UMC proposed ways
to re-present themselves in a rapidly changing culture. The GCRTF, in contrast, recommended
that the SBC separate itself even more from culture and to continue to do, albeit more efficiently,
what they had always done.

The Church of God National Offices

The Church of God, Anderson, IN, has begun to feel the same rumblings that have
motivated these other movements to evaluate themselves. At the 2012 General Assembly held at
the North American Convention on June 26-27 in Anderson, IN, Chairman Randall Spence
issued a challenge to, “stand against a “perfect storm” that now engulfs the movement.” He went
on to warn, “That the Church of God is “like a rudderless ship being blown by the winds of fate,
all the while taking on water. Now is…a time for bold and godly action.”51 Spence’s allusion to
the “winds of fate” refers to the issues of declining numbers, aging congregations and dwindling
finances faced by all the groups examined thus far. But his reference to “a rudderless ship”
implies a lack of identity which was not an issue addressed by other groups. By using the image
of a rudderless ship, Dr. Spence was trying to picture the Church of God as directionless, which
is true. But his imagery goes deeper than he may have intended. The rudder is not the direction
Joseph P. Allison, “Stand Against the Storm: General Assembly 2012,” http://chog.org/standagainst-storm-general-assembly-2012 (accessed October 22, 2012).
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of the ship; it is the means by which the ship’s course is steered. The rudder is a better image of
identity than of direction. Without a solid sense of identity and mission a church, denomination,
or movement is subject to whatever forces exert influence on it; there is nothing to steer it.
The Ministries Council of the General Assembly appointed a Future Story Team to “write
a narrative of what they believe God is calling the Church of God to do in the next decade.” The
Future Story Team was instructed to bring its recommendations to the Ministries Council in
September, 2012.52 Presenting the future as a narrative is a creative and powerful way to explore
and cast a vision. The narrative written by the team has not yet been released, and the process
may take far longer than the Ministries Council hoped. A future story is hard to conceive without
a clear back narrative against which to frame it. As Lyons stated above, “restorers run back to the
other end of the timeline and focus on what once was--and what should be again. Then they
create.”53 Starting with the present and looking to the future without starting with a clear picture
of the past may involve more guessing than restoring or creating.

Lessons
The first three groups used different approaches to discover their solutions. The
instigating symptoms were similar, but the responses disparate. An important lesson learned was
that each group started from an understanding of their identity and followed a process that fit
them.
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Each solution was created in response to symptoms similar to those faced by the Church
of God, but none of their solutions will fit the Church of God. The PCUSA focus on structure
runs contrary to the anti-structure roots of the church of God. The local autonomy of Church of
God congregations would not allow them to accept the UMC solution of imposing homogenous
goals and priorities established by headquarters. Merely increasing efficiency may work for the
SBC, but with no consistent direction, the Church of God would likely just be more confused.
ORWA or the Church of God movement would have to become something different if they
adopted the other groups’ solutions.
These other solutions took place at the denominational level. The Church of God local
church autonomy and the grass roots personality may elicit prejudice against anything that comes
from headquarters no matter how good the idea or direction is. Unfortunately, this could be the
ultimate outcome of the Future Story project initiated by the Church of God Ministries Council.
A need for change and a new direction is apparent. The Church of God movement does
not have a strong central structure and the local churches do not feel compelled to follow the lead
of the national office. State and regional associations may be better positioned to guide the
movement through transition. The geographic and relational proximity shared with local
churches are assets that could help engage local churches in a discernment process. Chapter three
discusses a proposal for a change in the Church of God’s decision making process that echoes
back to its roots and provides the potential for a restored sense of identity and mission in the new
millennium.

CHAPTER THREE: THESIS
Leadership Challenges
Many of the issues the district faces are similar to those of the PCUSA, the UMC and the
SBC. Because of similarities such as declining numbers and an aging constituency, adopting the
solutions conceived by of one of those groups or borrowing the process one of the groups used to
find its solution would be a tempting consideration. But following either of those paths might
prove as fruitless and frustrating as attempting nothing. The process ORWA utilizes to work
through the issues it faces must fit its personality and values as well as its current situation.
The analysis of the UMC, the PCUSA and the SBC revealed that each of them chose to
evaluate their situation and consider their options through processes that fit with their identity,
traditions and corporate personality. The solutions they chose were based on their current
situation and their desired future. The same considerations are important for ORWA and other
Church of God groups.
While planting the church in Mariposa, CA, our core group was tasked with considering
initial structures, budgets and by-laws. We asked for copies of those items from other Churches
of God in the state which was useful information. But we discovered that none of the samples fit
us precisely because we were a different church in a different situation with a different mission.
If ORWA adopted another group’s solution or process it would come against the same realities.
Some information would be useful, but ORWA would be trying to fit into a mold fashioned for
someone else in another context. The process ORWA uses for determining its future must allow
it to look deeply into its present situation. A process that is primarily designed to make decisions
or generate research will be insufficient for the district’s current needs.
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Another look at Heitfez’s description of leadership situations is helpful here. Heitfez
identifies three types of leadership situations. In a Type I leadership situation the problem and
solution are both known. A leader’s role is to make a decision and implement the solution.
Heitfez points out that in this type of situation most of the burden falls on leadership; the
community’s involvement is limited to trusting the leadership.1
In a Type II leadership situation the problem can be defined, but the solution is not
apparent. A Type II situation requires some involvement by both the leaders and the community.
The leaders may suggest ideas or recommend direction, but with no clear solution the
community is moving into unfamiliar territory. The work is adaptive and the community needs to
be involved in the evaluation and adjustment process. The leaders and the community create the
solution as they go.2
In a Type III leadership situation neither the problem nor the solution is clear. Deeper
involvement by the community is necessary. The problem and the solution must be uncovered
over time. The solution is crafted as the problem is brought into focus. The leaders and the
community must evaluate, learn and adapt together as they journey along.3
Shrinking and aging of the congregation are the most prominent symptoms ORWA is
seeing. Those same symptoms are suffered by PCUSA, the UMC, and SBC.4 If ORWA
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leadership chose to assume that the similarities point to the same problems, it would then be a
logical step to select an existing solution and implement it. Choosing that response would be
treating the issue like a Type I situation where the problem is clear and a ready-made solution is
available. The proper action would be to draft a motion, take a vote, and implement the solution.
However, in the Church of God declining numbers and an aging constituency are
symptoms not the problem. The other groups experienced similar symptoms, but those symptoms
may have emanated from wholly different problems. Identifying the symptoms as the problem is
a common pitfall that the Church of God can ill afford.5 Treating symptoms as problems can
result in a Type 1 response causing the real problem to get far worse before it is identified, if it
ever is.
The Church of God is faced with a Type III situation. It knows the numbers and the
trends, but the problem lying behind them is not clear. Even though the other three groups are
facing similar symptoms, each developed different approaches to their problem. The UMC chose
to focus on revitalizing its local churches6, The Presbyterian church (USA) reconstructed its
governance and structure7, and the SBC called for a renewed focus on giving and applying
resources to its cooperative missions and outreach program.8 This indicates that each group
perceived a different problem behind the symptoms. The Church of God cannot afford to treat its
5
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Type III situation as a Type I situation by emulating the UMC, the PCUSA or the SBC because it
the problem clearly has different origins.

Characteristics of the Church of God
The Discernment Process in Scripture

Each church and association of the Church of God is a local expression of the universal
Church, which does not set it apart from other groups like the UMC, SBC or PCUSA, but it is an
important consideration. Every choice a church makes is an exercise in deciding what it means to
be the Body of Christ in its present situation as well as representing the church universal. These
decisions cannot be left to a process devised for businesses or some other type of organization.
Business practices and techniques may inform the Church’s decisions, but the heart of the
process must be grounded in the Church’s identity.
Scripture is the logical place to find clues to construct such a process, and Acts 15 is a
rich source. Rob Bell observes:
Jesus expects his followers to be engaged in the endless process of deciding what it
means to actually live the Scriptures. And right away in the life of this new movement,
we see them doing it. In Acts 15, these first Christians find themselves having to make a
huge decision about what it means to be a Christian.9
Acts 15 serves as a bridge. It allows a route for the Church to fulfill Acts 1:810 and reach
towards the “remotest parts of the earth.” It also provides a final glimpse of Peter before Paul
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replaces him as the main character of Acts, and it shows the church in transition from apostolic
leadership to a leadership consisting of elders.11 Acts 15 peels back the curtain and shows the
inner workings of the early Church trying to sort out change happening so fast, and with such
scope it cannot be absorbed with their old paradigm. Change is brought to a head when Paul and
Barnabas disagree with a group of Pharisee believers over requirement for gentile believers. The
disagreement initiated a trip to Jerusalem to present the problem to the apostles and elders (vv. 12).12
Many important theological and historical ramifications to the decision emerge in Acts
15. Most dominant in this process, at least initially, was listening which allowed for all voices to
be heard. The elders first listened to both sides (vv. 4-5).13 Following that, the apostles and elders
came together and much debate ensued (vv. 6-7)14. Everyone who had a stake in the process was
heard.
Robinson and Wall explain what is to be gained by listening:
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In a gathering informed by the norms of democracy, everyone has a right to speak
because everyone is entitled to his or her opinion. When engaged in discernment, we
listen to others not because they have a right to their opinion but because we never know
through whom the Holy Spirit may speak.15
Robinson and Wall emphasize discernment of the Holy Spirit rather than decision making
that is merely based on common sense or majority rule. The desired direction comes from
hearing the Spirit rather than tallying a column of pros and cons.
The council also listened to the events and circumstances surrounding impacting the
decision. Peter recounted the events that led up to the meeting.16 The voice of the Spirit does not
come only through words but through the Spirit’s action. Peter reminded the council how he
witnessed the Holy Spirit being given to gentile believers,17 and Paul and Barnabas related the
signs they had seen among gentile believers.18 The Spirit’s activity spoke into the process.
Robinson and Wall suggest that it is the responsibility of leadership “to tease out the
story of the matter at hand.”19 Without that teasing out, an accurate picture of the Spirit’s
direction might not be fully discerned. Kim argues that if we want to join in the Spirit’s mission
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we must recognize how the Sprit comes.20 The discernment process depends on hearing the Holy
Spirit speak through the voices present in the conversation, and the Spirit’s own activity.
The process was not just a matter of the council formulating its own opinion based on the
voices heard and the circumstances examined. The council examined all the factors through the
filter of scripture. Thus James proclaims, “The words of the prophets are in agreement with this,
as it is written….”21 Any decision reached by the council must be “read by scripture.”22
The final decision did not fully follow suggestions proposed by either constituency.23
There was not parliamentary procedure for the Jerusalem council. The direction taken was a
distinct product of the process, a third option.24 The option chosen was not a compromise; it was
not a blending of the two other positions. The direction taken considered issues beyond the
Kirsteen Kim, “Case Study: How will we know when the Holy Spirit Comes? The Question of
Discernment,” Evangelical Review Of Theology (January 2009), 93-96.
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original dispute. The council agreed that gentile believers were saved by grace and not by any of
the requirements of the law, but the council did not just issue a decision that validated Paul and
Barnabas’ position. Their decision goes further and addresses the issue of how these two diverse
groups should be sensitive to one another when they came to the table.25 Leviticus 17-18 was the
guideline.26 Jews were to treat Gentiles as “resident aliens” living among them.27
The Jerusalem council demonstrated the living nature of the discernment process. The
council was not limited to deciding the right answer to the question at hand. They were free to
discern the scope of the question. The original question asked whether gentiles had to observe
the law in order to be saved. The council answered no to that question. They then addressed how
gentile believers and Jewish believers were to form one community when their cultural habits are
so different. That question was not raised by either of the constituencies in the passage. It rose
out of the process. Seeking the Spirit not only led to them to the right answer, it led them to the
appropriate questions.
The decision was communicated to the churches in a letter carried by respected
representatives.28 The stipulations in the letter were prefaced by the phrase, “it seemed good to
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the Holy Spirit and to us….”29 The account does not mention interaction with the Spirit, nor are
disciplines commonly associated with discernment such as prayer and fasting addressed. The
letter, however, demonstrates the council’s confidence that the Spirit was instrumental in its
process and decision.30 Robinson and Wall describe it as a “consensus that includes God’s
Spirit.”31 The Church of God pioneers sought the same sort of consensus.
Suspicious of Authoritative Structures

All three of the groups examined above chose to address their issues at the national level.
The Church of God does not have a strong authoritative hierarchy. In fact it has always avoided
any structure which exercises authority over the local church.
According to Strege:
Through exercise of their specific gifts, they believed, women and men identified their
places of service in the body of Christ. No other organization was required, nor did any “human”
organization exist other than the incorporated Gospel Trumpet Company during the first twentyfive years of the existence of the Church of God movement.32
In the movement’s beginning there was no denominational headquarters, no book of
order, no manual of doctrine, nor any organizational flow chart. There was only the Gospel
Trumpet. To this day The Church of God insists upon calling itself a movement rather than a
denomination. Uneasiness with a centralized, authoritative structure is still present in the Church
of God DNA.
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In September 2012, The Ministries Council of the Church of God initiated a process to
examine the Movement’s pressing issues. The process was set in motion to correspond with the
pending retirement of the general director. It seems logical that a change in leadership would
facilitate a change in direction and/or structure. The motivation is good, but the movement may
be hard pressed to accomplish anything of depth or significance on the national level. The
Church of God churches are so diverse, individualistic and geographically dispersed that most
feel little connection to the Church of God headquarters, the ministries council or one another.
Any research and problem solving done by the ministries council might well be rejected as the
centralized structure dictating to the local church. Yet any attempt to gather the movement to
discern together would likely be cumbersome, confusing and fruitless. It is possible the churches
connected to ORWA see it as excessive organization as well. But there is a level of relationship
and community among ORWA’s churches that is not possible at the national level. The churches
ORWA serves share a relative proximity and a connectedness through events such as Oregon
State Camp Meeting.
The district sits in between the two ends of the Church of God organizational spectrum. It
is not as geographically or organizationally distant as the national office in Anderson. ORWA
can relate to the local churches in region because of the shared proximity. It can also bring a
perspective on corporate identity, shared history and common struggles that might not be readily
apparent to local churches. The district could capitalize on its relationships with the local
churches to provide a fertile environment for corporate discernment among its churches that the
national church cannot.
Room for the Spirit
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ORWA is organized much like a business. The General Council, which is equivalent to
the board, is made up of the chairpersons of ORWA’s lesser boards and commissions and several
at-large members. Meetings are run by parliamentary procedure, and decisions are made by
majority rule indicated by vote. This approach to decision making is not only contrary to the
identity of the Church of God movement as a whole, it is also contrary to the historical identity
of the district itself. The process of discernment and making room for the Spirit was an expected
and valued practice in church affairs since the churches inception.
One of the longstanding events in ORWA is Oregon State Camp Meeting. Today it has
the feel of a conference. Prominent keynote speakers and worship leaders are brought in for the
evening services, and the days are filled with meetings and workshops. There is a theme for the
week that is chosen well in advance and each session is planned, structured and budgeted around
those themes. Early on at Oregon state camp meetings, guest speakers were not brought in from
the outside as they are now. Before each evening service, the pastors would meet to pray and
discern which of them would bring the message that evening. At the end of the week, the pastors
would also meet to pray and discern how offering proceeds would be used.33 Making room for
the Spirit and discernment was a natural form of decision making in the formative years of
ORWA, much like it was for the Jerusalem Council. Sensitivity to the Spirit on the local level
reflected the attitude of the movement as a whole. Organized hierarchies and structured decision
making procedures were seen as obstructions to the leading of the Spirit.
Church of God historian John V.W. Smith explains:
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Donald D. Johnson, A Historical Survey of the Church of God in the Pacific Northwest,
(master’s thesis, Anderson School of Theology, 1955), 71.
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As radicals they saw the church as a spiritual, divinely structured institution. They were
keenly aware that that which is essentially spiritual tends to lose its real essence if it
becomes enshrouded in human forms and procedures. They were convinced that the
ecclesiastical baggage which the church had acquired through the centuries had robbed it
of its true character. They did not want this to happen again.34
What the pioneers feared has become the reality in the Church of God Movement. The Church of
God may insist upon calling itself a movement, but the “ecclesiastical baggage” it avoided so
vocally in the beginning has infected it deeply.
Church of God pioneer D.S. Warner was the first editor of The Gospel Trumpet, and the
most prominent figure in the emergence of the Church of God Reformation Movement. Much of
the movement’s theology and doctrine echo his preaching and writing. Warner believed that
Jesus Christ was the only legitimate head of the church, and "He then, through the Spirit, is the
organizer of his own church."35 Any man made organization was an attempt to usurp that
authority, so Warner was adamantly opposed to structured church governance.36 Openness to the
Spirit is deeply embedded in the roots of the Church of God movement and ORWA. The
avoidance of any structure or procedure that might hinder it is conspicuous in the history of both.
The Church of God must consider its history as it forms a process for setting its future direction.

The Body and the Word

Though the church was not to be governed by boards, committees or some hierarchical
structure, the Church of God movement was neither directionless nor disorganized. Christ was
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the head of the church. It was the job of the entire body to discern the direction of the Spirit.
Meeting together, whether as a congregation or at a camp meeting, was not only a gathering to
worship and hear preaching, it was an expression of the church’s polity. Discerning together was
being the church.37 Warner and the early pioneers believed the Church had been in a state of
apostasy since the third century because a human hierarchy had replaced spiritual discernment.
Quoting historian D’Aubigne, Warner writes, “An external organization was gradually
substituted for the interior and spiritual communion which is the essence of the religion of
God.”38 The Church of God is now encumbered with this “external organization” D’Aubigne
mentions. If the Church of God had heeded Warner and D’Aubigne it might not be facing this
state of decline. The spiritual communion D’Aubigne referred to was the activity of the body of
Christ discerning the will of the Spirit together and following it. Unity was a foundational
doctrine in the early Church of God movement. Warner describes unity this way, “Fellowship is
of the Spirit (Phil. 2:1) and exists where heart-purity exists. It is the conscious blending of hearts
filled with the same Holy Spirit.”39 This was not unity arrived at by agreeing with a leader or
voting on a motion, it was a unity that came by hearing the Spirit together and submitting.
Like the early church, the pioneers of the Church of God did not rely on mere feelings
nor did they simply trust their sense of the Spirit’s leading. The Church of God pioneers saw
themselves as people of the Word. All decisions had to be consistent with scripture. Early
Church of God theologian D.O. Teasley argues, “The two witnesses—the Word and the Spirit—
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should be allowed to testify to the truth of God.”40 As the people of God, personal life and
corporate life was held up to the light of scripture.
They also listened to the world around them and sought how to respond as God’s church.
Smith observes,
Any later tendencies in the group to be aloof from the grass-roots problems of the
Christian world or any inclinations to define its mission in purely theoretical terms are
strictly departures from the original character of the movement. The early leaders were
not ivory-tower dreamers. They were close to the needs of their world and their strategy
for meeting those needs was direct action.41
When the Church of God pioneers discerned together they were not just looking for some
theologically pure way to live. Although they did want to live sanctified lives, they understood
that their lives were meant to impact the world around them.

Tying it Together
Choosing a process for determining its future direction is important for ORWA and the
entire Church of God Movement. The process must allow them to navigate the Type III situation
they are in, and it must be consistent with their identity.
Several factors surfaced in both the study of Acts 15 and the examination of the Church
of God’s specific characteristics. Those factors that were present in both would be important to
incorporate into the district’s process. Luke Timothy Johnson observes that the church’s story is
shaped by scripture and tradition and provides a context for hearing the continuing story of
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God’s work.42 The narrative of the universal church and the narrative of the Church of God
Reformation movement are the foundation of ORWA’s narrative. Those stories will give the
district a context for hearing its own continuing story.
Listening

Listening is one factor that shows up in the Acts 15 narrative and in the narrative of the
Church of God. In both stories listening to one another, to events and circumstances, and
listening to the surrounding world was important because the voice of the Holy Spirit might be
heard through any of them. The reason for listening was to hear the guidance and direction of the
Holy Spirit. Another important factor in both narratives is that the listening was done together.
Listening for the Spirit was done in the context of community. Listening, discussing, arguing and
evaluating were corporate activities. The decisions were formed and owned by the groups
involved.
Prominence of Scripture

Adherence to Scripture surfaced as another factor in both the Church of God and the Acts
15 narratives. Feeling and sensing the Spirit was expected and honored, but the results were not
wholly trusted until measured against scripture. The standard of scripture as a final test allows
for freedom in the discussion process. Ideas can be raised and examined with little fear because
there was a final portal through which the idea must pass before it is deemed the guidance of the
Spirit.
Discernment

In a situation where neither the problem nor the solution is clear, a community is
practicing discernment when it listens for the Spirit, with scripture as a guiding measure.
42
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According to Kropf, “The spiritual practice of discernment depends on a relationship with God.
It requires a capacity to listen—to God, to ourselves, to the faith community, and to the world
around us.”43 Listening, adhering to scripture and discernment are important characteristics in
both the universal church’s heritage and the Church of God’s heritage. They should be included
in any decision making process considered by a Church of God group.

Recommendations
ORWA should form a discernment team to evaluate its present condition, determine what
its problems might be and seek a direction for the future. The team should meet together, listen
to the constituency of the district, and study the culture in the world surrounding the district
churches. The team should look for stories of the Spirit working in the district and its churches,
search the scriptures, and discern together what the Spirit might have in store for the Churches of
God in Oregon and Southwest Washington.
A constituency of over 5000 members cannot easily be gathered to discern together. The
early church chose the Jerusalem council to discern the Spirit’s direction for it; the churches
associated with ORWA could do the same. This format could also be a model used by other
churches and associations in the movement.
In June of 2011 a proposal based on this research and thesis was made to ORWA leaders.
The proposal recommended that a discernment team made up of pastors and lay persons
representing a cross section of the district be assembled for the task. The team would meet
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regularly to discern what God might be saying to the district and what he might be calling them
toward.
The process was accepted and approved by ORWA’s leadership. The members of the
discernment team were chosen and invited.44 At the closing session of Camp meeting on July 28,
2011, the congregation laid hands on the discernment team, commissioned it, and charged it with
the task of discerning God’s future direction for the district and its churches. The discernment
team was instructed to bring a progress report to the constituency that would be gathered for
Camp meeting 2012.The discernment process is still ongoing, but it has proved to be a healthy,
educational and focusing process for the district.
The artifact presented here is a seminar for other churches and districts in the church of
God movement. It is designed to introduce a church or association to the practice of
discernment. The seminar also presents an example of a process by sharing the rationale, format,
structure, and tools that ORWA used, and assist participants in creating a process that fits their
identity and situation.

44

The members of the discernment team were chosen to represent the various voices of the
churches associated with ORWA. Men and women served on the team. Urban and rural churches were
represented. A balanced ethnic representation was attempted, but we could have done far better with that.
Members who had been involved with ORWA for years were included, as well as people who were new
to the district. Four of the 15 discernment team members were under 35 years old.

CHAPTER FOUR: ARTIFACT DESCRIPTION
Form of the Artifact
The artifact offered is a nine hour seminar for a church or regional association1 in the
Church of God movement that is interested in exploring a discernment process. The seminar
introduces the leaders of a church or association to the practice of discernment, provides an
example of a process, and helps them begin the process of creating a process that fits their
identity and situation.
The topics, structure and flow of the workshops are based on academic research and the
learning acquired applying that research in the first year of the discernment process undertaken
by The Association of the Churches of God of Oregon and Southwest Washington. The
workshops use the domains of Bloom’s Taxonomy to engage the participants in the learning
process. The goal is not to present ORWA’s process as something to be emulated wholesale; that
would run counter to the concept of discernment. The goal is to provide the church or association
with the understanding and tools to create and implement its own discernment process.

1

In the Church of God movement local churches commonly identify with a regional association.
The geographic boundaries of these associations generally correspond to those of a particular state and are
referred to as a state association. Sometimes a larger state such as California may have more than one
association. Small states, or states with few churches, often band together to form one association.
Because of these anomalies in makeup the generic terms association or district are used.
Association is more descriptive because, unlike many denominations, the regional
judicatory has no authority over the local churches. Local churches have the freedom to choose whether
or not to associate with the regional body. Regional bodies cannot require churches to participate in
association events or financially support association ministries and structure. The only leverage or power
the regional associations have is that they hold the ministerial credentials for the pastors in the region.
That presents a bit of irony. One of the motivations for Church of God pioneers to “come out” of
denominations was their belief that human structures could not regulate the call of the Holy Spirit to
ministry. The role of the Body was merely to discern and affirm the call.
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The seminar would begin on Friday evening, end late Saturday afternoon, and consists of
two workshops. Workshop one is composed of three sessions on Friday night, and Workshop
two spans Saturday with four sessions. The selection of the Friday evening and Saturday format
was based on the experience of the ORWA discernment process. When scheduling retreats to
carry on the ORWA discernment team’s work, or meeting with churches to gather and process
information, this was the most preferred and best attended timeslot. It best accommodated the
schedules of lay leaders and bi-vocational pastors.
Nine hours is not a lot of time to explore the concept and process of discernment, but it
does provide sufficient time to build a working foundation. A shorter seminar would not allow
time to present and process. A longer time frame, or sessions scheduled over many evening
would threaten consistent attendance.

Structure of the Artifact
The seminar will be presented in two workshops containing a total of seven sessions.
Each session focuses on a different aspect of the discernment process, yet there are common
threads that tie them together. Scripture readings and a time of prayer open the evening on
Friday, begin the day on Saturday, and recommence the seminar after lunch on Saturday. The
purpose is to invite the Spirit’s presence and remind the group of the Spirit’s centrality in the
process2. Psalm 25 opens Friday because it communicates a desire for God’s guidance. Saturday

2

Many methods of using scripture and prayer to set the tone of our meetings were tried during
ORWA’s discernment process. It was most helpful for us bracket our sessions with a liturgy from The
Book of Common Prayer, or The Divine Hours by Phyllis Tickle. We would enter into the liturgy at the
beginning of the session. When we came to the place in the liturgy where space is left for the prayers of
the church we entered into our work for the session. We closed the session by completing the liturgy. This
helped us see and treat our work of discernment as an act of prayer.
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morning begins with a reading of 1 Peter 2:9-10 as a reminder of the Church’s uniqueness and
significance. Psalm 123 is used to start the Saturday afternoon sessions with a sense of surrender
and dependence.
Another thread that runs through the workshops is the narrative of the early church’s
discernment process in Acts 15. A different segment of the narrative is examined in each session
as a foundation for the concepts that will be explored. The Church of God movement sees
scripture as authoritative,3 so it is important to show discernment exercised in a biblical context.
The participants are given the opportunity to dig out and process the concepts themselves so they
can take ownership of them.
The format also has a consistent rhythm through all the sessions. Interaction with the
entire group is balanced with exercises assigned to table groups. This provides variety to sustain
interest while preserving a continuity of process. Activities are changed frequently to maintain
momentum, and breaks are taken regularly to mitigate fatigue.

Content of the Artifact
The workshops are designed to build upon each other by exploring the questions of
“what,” “who,” and “how.” In workshop one the participants learn about discernment using
prayer, examination of current practices, Act 15 practices, large group and small group
discussions, and case studies. In workshop two begins the group determines the characteristics it
would like to see in its discernment team. The group identifies the voices to which it should be
Liturgy is not a part of the Church of God tradition. Our group was comfortable with it; many
other Church of God groups would find it unfamiliar and uncomfortable. For these workshops I chose to
use forms of scripture reading and prayer that would be familiar in the Church of God tradition.
3

D.O. Teasley, The Bible and How to Interpret it, (Anderson, IN: The Gospel Trumpet
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listening and considers strategies for listening. The final session of the Workshop prepares the
group to create a contextualized discernment process.
Though discernment is found in the traditions of both the universal church and the
Church of God it is not safe to assume that it is understood or even well known by Church of
God members. When ORWA leaders were deciding whether to accept the discernment process
proposal presented to them, it was apparent there was a general lack of familiarity with the
concept of discernment. Parliamentary procedure and the majority vote were so ingrained in the
member churches’ polity that any other decision making process was foreign and suspect.
Workshop one is built on the prudent assumption that ORWA is representative of the movement
in general.4
Session one of workshop one asks the participants to characterize the current decision
making process used by their church or association. They are then invited to do the same for the
process described in Acts 15. The third step exposes them to excerpts from early Church of God
documents that demonstrate the attitudes toward decision-making held by Church of God
pioneers. The session ends with them processing what they have learned from the comparisons
made. The expectation of this session is that participants will see the conceptual and
methodological difference between a process conceived for the Church that grew out of the
Church’s own identity, and a process borrowed from a business or political model.
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The General Assembly, which is governing body of the national Church of God movement,
functions according to parliamentary procedure. Officers and business are voted upon by written ballot
and voting can be done by mail with an absentee ballot. According to the by-laws discussion time on
issues is limited I order to insure time for all business to be completed. See Church of God Ministries
Council, “Constitution and By-laws of the General Assembly of the Church of God Anderson, Indiana,”
http://www.chog.org/constitution-and-bylaws, (accessed December 31, 2012).
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Session two exposes the participants to definitions and characteristics of discernment
gathered from writers and theologians who have studied and practiced it. The participants then
examine their church’s decision making process and the Acts 15 account again to see if the
characteristics and definitions discussed in the quotes and excerpts are present. The session
concludes with them evaluating a recent decision, or type of decision that might typically face
them, and determining whether the application of those characteristics might change the nature
of the decision.
Session three, the final session of workshop one explores the three leadership situations
identified by Ronald Heitfez and the leadership roles and decision-making processes he suggests
for each one. The participants are asked to evaluate the effectiveness of their present form of
decision-making in a Type I, Type II and Type III situation. The session concludes with a time of
reflection and evaluation. The participants are asked to evaluate the workshop and discuss any
lessons, surprises or confusion. The purpose is to allow the participants to process what they
have learned and to begin to consider whether discernment is a viable option for their church or
association in its present situation.
Building on the theological foundation established in the first workshop, workshop two
begins to look at the formation and function of the discernment team. In very small churches it
might be possible for the entire congregation to function as the discernment team, but for most
organizations that will not be the case. ORWA represents fifty-one churches that are located
throughout Oregon and southwest Washington. It was necessary to form a team that would be
trusted and empowered to shepherd the discernment process for the entire association. Drawing
on that experience, session one of workshop two encourages and equips the participants to think
about the characteristics that would be important for the members of their discernment team. The
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importance of spiritual maturity, the value of balancing members having longevity with members
who bring new eyes, and the merit of mixing established leaders with fringe voices are
discussed. The approach ORWA used for choosing the members of its discernment team is
shared—not as the best model, but as a source of ideas.
It might be a practical necessity for a discernment team to do the majority of work in the
discernment process, but it is still important to listen to the voices of the entire body and the
surrounding community. Session two of workshop two helps the participants begin to think about
whom they should listen to, how to listen to them and what they might be listening for. The focus
of the session is to establish the importance of listening to themselves and their present situation.
The listening is not merely to garner opinions, but to form a sense of identity and purpose. Acts
15 and other sources are examined again. Lessons learned by ORWA are shared to provide
examples. The session ends with an exercise first developed by Janet Cawley5 that asks the
participants to describe their church or association as if it were a person. They describe it by age,
gender, family make-up, favorite activities, and other characteristics. This is presented as an
exercise that might be conducted with their organization to give them a picture of who they
perceive themselves to be.
Session three continues the theme of listening, but moves it outside the inward and
present focus of session two. It examines the importance of listening to one’s history, the
surrounding community, events occurring within the church or association and the surrounding
community, and the voice of the Holy Spirit. The first focus is the importance of history and
tradition. The session examines how a group’s historical identity and purpose can help clarify its
5
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present calling. Methods ORWA used to understand its traditional identity are discussed, and the
group brainstorms strategies for exploring their own history and tradition, and rediscovering their
foundational vision, motivations, and values.
The focus then shifts to the value of listening to current events and the surrounding
community. Acts 15 is again examined so the group can get a sense of how the Spirit’s activities
in the surrounding world can provide insight into God’s purpose. Methods used and lessons
learned by ORWA are discussed and the group devises a strategy to help it pay attention to what
is happening in it and around it. The third focus of the session is an examination of how the
guidance of the Spirit might be recognized throughout the process. Consensus, Gustafson’s
senses of the heart,6 recurring themes and ideas, and the witness of scripture are offered as
indicators. The group is invited to compare these indicators with the way they currently arrive at
a decision so they can get a sense of the difference.
The session closes with a discussion of the limitations of discernment and the frustrations
that might be felt during the process. For groups accustomed to the either/or, expedited decision
making environment of parliamentary procedure and majority vote, the practice of discernment
may seem directionless and plodding. Finding direction can be much more agonizing than
making a decision. These factors are presented so the group can evaluate the appropriateness of
the process for them. The final session helps the group conceptualize a discernment process that

James Gustafson describes “senses of the heart” that are indicators of the Spirit’s leading in
decision making situations. They are helpful in distinguishing the Spirit’s leading from other motivations.
See James M. Gustafson, Ethics from a Theocentric Perspective Volume One: Theology and Ethics,
(Chicago, IL: Chicago University Press, 1981), 197-204.
6
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fits them. Marlene Kropf’s five movements of the discernment process7 are introduced. The
components, schedule and methodology used by ORWA are presented as examples and
discussed. The group then collaborates to create the initial draft of a discernment process that
makes space for Kropf’s movements and fits the group’s identity and context.
The seminar is closed with a time of evaluation. Questions can be raised and answered.
The content and delivery of the seminar is evaluated so it can be improved. Any ongoing
consulting or advising that the group might desire can be explored.

Artifact Budget and Expenses
The expenses related to the seminar would be limited to funding travel, providing
meeting facilities and gathering the participants. All these expenses would be borne by the
receiving church or association. A community dinner on Friday evening and lunch on Saturday
would contribute to group cohesion, but the decision to provide them would be left to the
receiving group and the expense would also fall on them.
Travel expenses would vary based on the distance and mode of travel. Time
considerations may play into the mode of travel, and inserts another variable. The seminar does
not require a large amount of materials and those needed can be supplied by the receiving group
so shipping or additional baggage is not an issue in travel expenses.
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Facilities would also be a variable expense. There would be requirements for a space
large enough to accommodate the group assembled and equipped to allow breakout space for the
table groups. The cost of those would depend on the nature of the facilities owned or accessible
to the church or association.
The expense of gathering the group will also vary. They may be significant for an
association that covers a broad geographical area. It may have to pay mileage and provide
accommodations. Expenses for a local church would likely be negligible.
Because I would typically be the presenter, a fee for the presenter should not be a factor.
The Friday evening Saturday format does not interfere with my duties with ORWA. My contract
at ORWA allows for 10 days of release time to serve Church of God entities outside Oregon and
Washington. In the event that travel time would spill over into normal work days, those release
days could be drawn upon.

Artifact Effect
The Church of God is a movement in crises. Declining numbers and finances coupled
with an aging constituency demands transformation or foreshadows death. The transformation
required goes beyond merely improving ministries, changing worship styles or adding programs.
Alan Hirsch asserts, “The church (the ecclesia), when true to its calling, when it is on
about what God is on about, is by far and away the most potent force for transformational change
the world has ever seen.”8 If the Church of God is to rediscover its true calling, it has to figure
out what “God is on about.” That requires listening. An important starting point is to function
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like the Church of God Reformation Movement. The movement that in its early years paid great
heed to the movement of the Spirit, and was born as a critique of businesslike structures and
decision making processes, has become the very thing it specifically set out to avoid.
Obviously, this seminar will not revitalize the Church of God. But it can help churches
and associations within the movement to rediscover who they are so they can begin to listen to
the Spirit guide them toward what God wants them to become.

CHAPTER FIVE: THE ARTIFACT

Discernment Process Seminar
6:00pm Friday to 4:00pm Saturday

Workshop 1
6:00pm-9:00pm Friday
Opening (10 minutes)
Entire Group reads Psalm 25 responsively followed by prayer around the tables.
Session 1: 6:00-6:50 (participants will be divided into table groups of 3 or 4)

1. Terminal Objective: participants should understand their churches decision making process
and compare it to the processes of discernment practiced in Acts 15, and by the original
Church of God pioneers.
1.1. Enabling Objective 1: Understanding your decision making process (Work in table
groups).
1.1.1. Describe how your church makes decisions.
1.1.2. Tell the story of a recent decision made by your church. What criterion must a
proposal meet to be approved
1.1.3. Report findings to entire group.
1.1.4. Entire group compares table group findings and compiles a description of the
church’s process and criterion. (Volunteer records findings on the white board.)
1.2. Enabling Objective 2: Looking at an example from the Early Church.
70
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1.2.1. Describe how the Jerusalem council made its decision.
1.2.2. Analyze their decision. What criterion did the decision have to meet?
1.2.3. Report findings to entire group.
1.2.4. Entire group compares table group findings and compiles a description of the
council’s process and criteria. (Volunteer lists findings on the white board.)
1.3. Enabling Objective 3: Examining decision making in Church of God history.
1.3.1. Read these quotes on your handout (Quotes will also be projected on power point):
1.3.1.1. Church of God historian John V.W. Smith—“As radicals they (Church of God
pioneers) saw the church as a spiritual, divinely structured institution. They
were keenly aware that that which is essentially spiritual tends to lose its real
essence if it becomes enshrouded in human forms and procedures. They were
convinced that the ecclesiastical baggage which the church had acquired
through the centuries had robbed it of its true character. They did not want
this to happen again.”1
1.3.1.2. Merle Strege—“Given Warner's theological convictions about the nature of
the church and ministry… He was unalterably opposed to church governance
through boards or committees.”2
1.3.2. Respond to the quotes:
1.3.2.1. When Smith uses the term “ecclesial baggage,” what comes to mind?
1.3.2.2. What are the benefits of “human forms and procedures”?
1.3.2.3. What are the dangers of “human forms and procedures”?
1

John W. V. Smith, A Brief History of the Church of God Reformation Movement, (Anderson,
IN: Warner Press, 1976), 25.
2

Merle D. Strege, I Saw the Church: The Life of the Church of God Told Theologically,
(Anderson, IN: Warner Press, 2002), 10.
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1.3.2.4. Tell a story of when you have seen “human forms and procedures” influence
decisions in a church setting.
Break
Session 2: 7:00-8:00

2. Terminal Objective: To learn a working definition of discernment and discernment’s
characteristics.
2.1. Enabling Objective 1: Defining discernment. (A handout will be provided to the
participants and a recorder is chosen and stationed at a whiteboard. Quotes will also be
projected on power point).
2.1.1. Read the definitions on the handout provided (quotes will also be projected on
power point).
2.1.1.1. Dietrich Bonhoeffer—“Proving the will of God.”3
2.1.1.2. William Spohn—“The skill of moral evaluation in the concrete…a graced
ability to detect what is the proper response to God’s invitation. It goes
beyond the question, ‘is this action morally right?’ to the more personal
question of appropriateness: ‘Is this action consistent with who I am and want
to be?’”4
2.1.1.3. Susan Rakoczy—“An experience of faith, prayer, reflection and decision
making, in which the person or a community seeks to understand and
3

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics,(New York: Touchstone, 1955), Kindle Electronic Edition: location

563.
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William C. Spohn, "The Reasoning Heart : An American Approach to Christian Discernment."
Theological Studies 44, no. 1: 35. ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed
December 23, 2012).
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distinguish the movements, feelings, desires and attractions within one’s
heart in order to see where the Spirit of God is leading.”5
2.1.1.4. Joel Giallanza—“By etymology, discernment means ‘to separate apart.’ to
distinguish something from everything around it so it can he perceived
clearly.”6
2.1.2. Respond to the quotes:
2.1.2.1. Underline anything that seems significant to you.
2.1.2.2. Call out what you underlined when the facilitator calls on you.
2.1.2.3. The recorder will list the items as they are called out
2.1.3. Analyze the definitions:
2.1.4. What is each definition saying?
2.1.5. What similarities do these definitions share?
2.1.6. How do they differ?
2.1.7. Where do you see any reflection of these definitions in the Acts 15 process?
2.1.8. Tell the story of a time when you experienced your church acting out of one of
these definitions.
2.2. Enabling Objective 2: Characteristics of Discernment.
2.2.1. Discuss with your small group the questions discernment asks:
2.2.1.1. Question 1: Who are we?
2.2.1.1.1. Characterize your church.
5

Susan Rakoczy, "Transforming the Tradition of Discernment," Journal Of Theology For
Southern Africa no. 139: 93. ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed
December 1, 2012).
6

Joel Giallanza, "Living With Discernment in Times of Transition," Human Development 27, no.
2: 16. Academic Search Premier, EBSCOhost (accessed December 23, 2012).
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2.2.1.1.1.1. What things are important?
2.2.1.1.1.2. What are your priorities?
2.2.1.1.1.3. What gives you your identity?
2.2.1.1.2. Predict how your community might characterize your church.
2.2.1.1.2.1. Who are your neighbors?
2.2.1.1.2.2. How do your neighbors see you? How do you know this?
2.2.1.1.2.3. What would they say your priorities are? Why?
2.2.1.2. Question 2: What is God up to?
2.2.1.2.1. List some of the events and situations that have impacted your church
and its ministry in the community lately?
2.2.1.2.2. Do you observe any trends? Connections? Consistencies?
Inconsistencies? How might God be moving in these situations?
2.2.1.3. Question 3: Are we hearing the Spirit? If so, how?
2.2.1.3.1. Listen to a short talk on Gustafson’s Senses of the Heart.7
2.2.1.3.1.1. Sense of radical dependence
2.2.1.3.1.2. Sense of gratitude
2.2.1.3.1.3. Sense of repentance
2.2.1.3.1.4. Sense of obligation
2.2.1.3.1.5. Sense of possibility
2.2.1.3.1.6. Sense of direction
2.2.1.3.2. Recall a recent decision made by your church.
2.2.1.3.3. Examine it for the presence of any of these senses.
7

James M. Gustafson, Ethics from a Theocentric Perspective Volume One: Theology and Ethics,
(Chicago, IL: Chicago University Press, 1981), 197-204.
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2.2.1.3.4. Explore how these senses affected the decision or might have
affected the decision.
Break
Session 3: 8:10-9:00

3.

Terminal Objective: to gain an understanding of The Three Types of Leadership Situations.
3.1. Enabling Objective 1: Understanding Type 1 Leadership Situations.
3.1.1. Listen to a short talk about Type 1 Leadership Situations (power point).
3.1.1.1. Problem/issue: Clear
3.1.1.2. Solution: known
3.1.1.3. Role of Leadership: Apply the solution to the problem
3.1.2. Listen to this Case Study (the case study will also be projected on power point):
The Church’s heater has quit. It will take $4000 to replace it. The maintenance
budget only has $1000. There is $1000 left in the relocation fund after moving the
new pastor to the community, and the church has $2000 in an emergency fund.

3.1.3. Discussion: How do you approach this problem? (Each group names a
spokesperson to bring solution to larger group).
3.2. Enabling Objective 2: Understanding Type 2 Leadership Situations (power point).
3.2.1. Listen to a short talk about Type 2 Leadership Situations:
3.2.1.1. Problem/Issue: Clear
3.2.1.2. Solution: Unknown, dependent upon multiple factors, or will only become
clear over time.
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3.2.1.3. Role of leadership: Articulation of direction rather than solution. Establish a
cycle of learning, re-evaluating, learning, redirecting….
3.2.2. Listen to this Case Study (the example will also be projected on power point):
A large senior adult and assisted living community opened about a mile from the
church several months ago. The director of the center has approached the church
about providing a pastoral presence at the center. She also let the church know that
there are many residents who would love to have a church home, but have no
transportation. According to her, no other church in town is paying much attention
to the center and a presence is sorely needed.
The church’s senior pastor is already committed to many important ministries in
the community. The pastor is excited about the potential of the ministry, but is too
stretched to give the new ministry the leadership it needs. That job would have to
fall to someone else.
At the same time the youth pastor announces he is resigning to finish seminary. The
youth group is of moderate size, but has been slowly growing because of the
constant presence of a youth pastor.
There is money in the budget to hire one new staff member.
3.2.3. Table group Discussion: how do you approach this problem? (Each group names a
spokesperson to bring solution to larger group).
3.2.4. Entire group processes and lists some options on the whiteboard.
3.3. Enabling Objective 3: Understanding Type 3 Leadership Situations (power point).
3.3.1.

Listen to a short talk on Type 3 Leadership Situations:

3.3.1.1. Problem/issue: Unclear (symptoms rather than identifiable problem).
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3.3.1.2. Solution: Unknown because the problem is not clear.
3.3.1.3. Role of Leadership: Invite community into a repeated cycle of learning, deep
change, reflection, action, learning, change, reflection, action, learning….8
3.3.2.

Listen to this Case Study (the example will also be projected on power point):
The church has been in its neighborhood for 40 years. About 20 years ago the
neighborhood began to decline so the church began to shrink. Within the last few
years, the neighborhood has begun to attract young families who want to buy old
fixer-upper. In fact, it is now one of the most popular neighborhoods in town for
young families.
Though the neighborhood around it has revitalized, the church has not grown.

3.3.3.

Table Discussion: how do you approach this problem? (Each group names a
spokesperson to bring solution to larger group).

3.3.4.

Entire group processes and lists some options on the whiteboard.

3.3.5.

Discuss/predict what might be the result of applying a type 1 response to a type 3
situation. What are the frustrations? What are the difficulties? How effective would
the solution be?

3.4. Closing
3.4.1. Evaluation: What did you learn? What surprised you? What confused you? What is
your greatest take away from our first session? Write it on a post-it note and come
up and post it on the wall. Someone will read them back to us. (Ask for a volunteer
reader)
8

74-75.

Ronald A. Heitfez, Leadership Without Easy Answers, (Cambridge, MA: Belknap Press, 1994),
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Re-read Psalm 25 and close in prayer

Workshop 2
9:00 am-12:00 noon
Opening: Entire Group listens to a reading of 1 Peter 2:9-10 followed by prayer around the
tables.(10 minutes)
Session 1: 9:00am-10:15 am.
Debrief: What were the highlights from last night’s session? What questions have arisen since
last night? What connected with you?
Shuffle table groups. Everyone get up and find a few people to make your new discussion group
for today (5 minutes).
4. Terminal Objective: to discover groups to be included and characteristics to be considered
when forming a discernment team.
4.1. Enabling Objective 1: Exploring who should be included in the discernment process
4.1.1. Back to Acts.
4.1.1.1. Table groups examine Acts 15:5-12 again. Identify who was involved in the
process.
4.1.1.2. Exercise 2—Report to the entire group.
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4.1.1.3. Exercise 3—Entire group compares and make suggestions to be written on
the board.
4.1.2. Including everyone in the Body(a volunteer is asked be the recorder)
4.1.2.1. Read the quote on your handout (quote will also be projected on power
point):
Luke Timothy Johnson—“If the voice of opposition is silent, discernment
may not have taken place. Tacit approval of every voice, through fear of
honest confrontation, will make the church lose its identity as quickly and
surely as the rejection of every voice, through fear of change.”9
4.1.2.1.1. Underline anything that seems significant to you.
4.1.2.1.2. Call out what you underlined when the facilitator calls on you.
4.1.2.1.3. The recorder will list the items as they are called out.
4.1.2.2. Table groups relate this quote to your current situation. Who might be some
of the parties that might disagree with one another in your church? In your
surrounding community?
4.1.2.3. Entire group discusses. What conclusions do you come to here?
4.1.2.4. Read the following quotes:
Alex Trusoglio—“The fringes are the source of most truly innovative
ideas.”10

9

Luke Timothy Johnson, Scripture and Discernment: Decision Making in the Church,
(Nashville, TN: Abingdon Press, 1996), 139.
10

Richard T. Pascale, Mark Millemann, and Linda Gioja, Surfing the Edge of Chaos: The Laws of
Nature and the New Laws of Business, (New York, NY: Three Rivers Press, 2000), 31.
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Seth Godin—“In an era of grassroots change, the top of the pyramid is too far
away from where the action is to make much of a difference…The top isn’t
the top anymore because the streets are where the action is.”11

James Surowiecki—“The argument of this book is that chasing the expert is a
mistake, and a costly one at that. We should stop hunting and ask the crowd
(which, of course, includes the geniuses as well as everyone else) instead.
Chances are we know it.”12

4.1.2.5. Individuals respond to the following questions on post-it notes:
4.1.2.5.1. Where do you see creativity and change coming from in your church
community? Post these notes on the right side of the front wall.
4.1.2.5.2. Where has your church missed it? Post these notes on the left side of
the front wall.
4.1.2.6. Entire group performs a walk-through of the post-it gallery and reads the
notes.
4.1.2.6.1. Identify some of the groups in your church and community who
might represent the grassroots or fringes that are not always heard
from when decisions are being made. How might they be included in
the discernment process? How do you continue to keep them
included in the life of the church?

11

Seth Godin, Tribes: We Need You to Lead Us, (New York, NY: Penguin, 2008), 75.

12

James Surowiecki, The Wisdom of Crowds, (New York, NY: Anchor Books, 2005), xv.
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4.2. Enabling Objective 2: Understanding the spiritual nature of discernment.
4.2.1.

Read Acts 15: 6, 25-27(Volunteer reads out loud).

4.2.1.1. Entire group name and Characterize the people named in these verses.
4.2.2.

Recall a few the definitions of discernment discussed last night (project on power
point ):
Dietrich Bonhoeffer—“Proving the will of God.”13

William Spohn—“The skill of moral evaluation in the concrete…a graced ability to
detect what is the proper response to God’s invitation. It goes beyond the question,
‘is this action morally right?’ to the more personal question of appropriateness: ‘Is
this action consistent with who I am and want to be?’14

Susan Rakoczy—“An experience of faith, prayer, reflection and decision making, in
which the person or a community seeks to understand and distinguish the
movements, feelings, desires and attractions within one’s heart in order to see
where the Spirit of God is leading.”15

4.2.2.1. At tables, develop a list of characteristics, gifts, attributes you might desire in
a person you would trust to engage in this type of activity.
4.2.3. Read these quotes: (volunteer recorder)

13

Dietrich Bonhoeffer, Ethics, 563.
Spohn, “The Reasoning Heart,” 35.

14
15

Susan Rakoczy, "Transforming the Tradition of Discernment." 93.
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William Spohn—“Those dispositions which were the main ingredients of the
character of the Redeemer shape the character of the redeemed.”16

Jonathan Edwards—“There is grace in Christians answering to grace in Christ,
such an answerableness as there is between the wax and the seal; there is
character for character: such kinds of graces, such a spirit and temper, the same
things that belong to Christ's character belong to theirs."17

Lisa Dahill—“This means that an important aspect of the practice of
discernment…is what we today often refer to as spiritual disciplines, namely
sustained and extended meditation on the Word; prayer and intercession; mutual
confession, spiritual direction and the Lord's Supper. All these practices form us
over time in learning to live in this space Christ creates for us: to pay attention to
where and how he reveals himself to us, to learn to distinguish his voice from
others' voices and remain within earshot, to turn from him and not be distracted by
competing demands, etc.”18

4.2.3.1. Underline anything that seems significant to you.
4.2.3.2. Call out what you underlined when the facilitator calls on you.
4.2.3.3. The recorder will list the items as they are called out.

16

Spohn, 35.

17

Ibid., 47.

18

Lisa E. Dahill, "Probing the Will of God: Bonhoeffer and Discernment," Dialog: A Journal of
Theology 41, no. 1: 45. Academic Search Premier, EBSCOhost (accessed December 14, 2012).
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4.2.3.4. Table groups combine any new characteristics you see in this quote with the
list you already have. Was there any change/addition?
4.2.3.5. Table groups report findings to entire group.
4.2.4. Entire group discusses, evaluates and summarizes character qualities. How do
you include all these characteristics in the group? How can space be made to
cultivate these during the process?
Break

Session 2: 10:30am-12 noon

Debrief: What questions do you have from last session? What stood out to you?
5. Terminal Objective: To help participants understand the practice of listening, and how to
listen to themselves.
5.1. Enabling Objective 1: Exploring the spiritual practice of listening.
5.1.1. Read the following quotes: (volunteer recorder).
Kim Kirsteen—“The Father sends the Spirit into the world and, as followers of
Christ, we are privileged to participate in that mission (Rom. 8:14-17). In this case,
the first act of mission is discernment. To join with the Spirit in mission, we need
to ask how the Spirit comes and how we recognise the Spirit.”19

19

Kirsteen Kim, "Case Study : How Will We Know When the Holy Spirit Comes? : The
Question of Discernment," Evangelical Review Of Theology (January 2009) Christian Periodical Index,
94. EBSCOhost (accessed December 1, 2012).
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Marlene Kropf—“The spiritual practice of discernment depends on a relationship
with God. It requires a capacity to listen—to God, to ourselves, to the faith
community, and to the world around us.”20
5.1.1.1. Underline anything that seems significant to you.
5.1.1.2. Call out what you underlined when the facilitator calls on you.
5.1.1.3. The recorder will list the items as they are called out
5.1.2. Participants split up in pairs.
5.1.2.1. Tell of a time when you listened well. What was the outcome?
5.1.2.2. Tell of a time when you did not listen well. What was the outcome?
5.1.3. Back to Acts
5.1.3.1. Table Groups re-examine Acts 15: 4-12 to determine who the council was
listening to and what they might be listening for.
5.1.3.2. Table groups report finding to entire group.
5.1.3.3. Entire group discusses and makes a list.
5.2. Enabling Objective 2: Learning to Listen to yourselves (everyone)
5.2.1. Table groups identify and discuss one or two ideas from the quotes on your
handout (quotes will also be on power point):
Susan Radoczy—“A first principle of that discernment is self-knowledge… The
self-knowledge that is crucial to discernment is the acknowledgement of both the

20

Marlene Kropf,"Cultivating a Congregational Climate of Discernment," Vision (Winnipeg,
Man.) 12, no. 2: 44. ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed December 10,
2012).
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light and the shadow in one's life—gifts and weaknesses, virtues and habits of
selfishness and sin.”21

William Spohn—“Whatever answer I give to the moral question, ‘What ought I to
do?’ will be profoundly affected by my answer to the question of identity, ‘Who am
I?’”22

5.2.2. Recommend a strategy for gaining the “self-knowledge” your church needs.
5.2.2.1. Everyone has presuppositions about themselves and how they are perceived
by others.
5.2.2.1.1. Table groups discuss: What might some of your presuppositions be?
5.2.2.1.2.

How do you keep your presuppositions from clouding the selfknowledge you gain?

5.2.3. Entire group discusses and identifies important components from the strategies.
5.2.4. An Example of a technique that is useful--Crawley exercise
5.2.5. Table groups characterize their church and community as persons.23
5.2.5.1. Table groups creates a description for their church, and a description for
their community and presents them to entire group

21

Rakoczy, 94.

22

Spohn, 35.

23

In her book, Who is Our Church: Imagining Congregational Identity, church renewal
consultant Janet Cawley describes the process she uses to help churches understand their unique identity.
She leads the congregation through a process of imagining their church as if it were a person. She asks
them to describe the churches age, gender, favorite restaurant, how it spends its free time, relationships,
etc
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5.2.5.2. Entire group creates composites out of the table group’s models. A volunteer
artist(s) traces two forms of a person on six foot strips of butcher paper or
poster paper. As the personifications for the church and the community take
shape the artist fills in the form or adds images to the form representing the
characteristics.
5.2.5.3. Participants gather around the composites and call out single word
impressions and observations. Artist(s) record(s) words in margins
surrounding the outlines.
5.2.5.4. What does this tell you about your church? Can you see any pre-suppositions
that might be coloring the image you created? What needs and strengths do
you see?
Volunteer re-reads 2 Peter 2:9-10. Close in Prayer.
Lunch: Noon-1:00 pm
Opening: (10 minutes).
Entire Group reads Psalm 123:1-2 responsively followed by prayer around the tables.
Session 3: 1:00pm- 2:20pm

6. Terminal Objective: to help participants learn how to listening to their history, and listen to
the world around them, and understand the limits of discernment.
6.1. Enabling Objective 1: Listening to your History
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6.1.1. Recount Acts 15. Visualize the intensity of that gathering. What are the emotions
that you notice? What were the issues? What was at stake? What were the fears?
What was the mood?
6.1.2. Table groups: Read Acts 15:7-11. What do you think Peter’s reasons are for
recounting the “early days”? What can you learn from those verses? What was
added to the conversation?
6.1.2.1. Table groups discuss and bring one pertinent observation to entire group.
6.1.2.2. Read the quotes on your handout (quotes will also be projected on power
point). Underline words or ideas that strike you.
William Spohn—“The present moment fits within the story which forms
the individual's character, and that story must be appropriate to the
normative context of the story of Jesus for the believer. This normative
context can guide discernment by suggesting the response which best ‘fits
in.’”24
Terrence W. Tilley—“A religious tradition is best understood as an enduring
practice or set of practices including a vision (belief), attitudes (dispositions,
affections), and patterns of action… Other concepts of traditions have
presumed that the key is to know what a tradition is. The present approach
presumes that knowing a tradition is much more fundamentally a knowing
how to live in and live out a tradition."25
6.1.2.3. Comment on each quote. How do they relate to Acts 15?

24

Spohn, “The Reasoning Heart,” 40.

25

Terrence W. Tilley, Inventing Catholic Tradition, (Maryknoll, NY: Orbis Books, 2000), 45.
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6.1.2.3.1. How would you go about exploring your church’s history? How
does your church set its priorities? What does your church love?
What does your church despise or avoid? What traditions do you
notice? What binds your members together? What do you think is
missing?
6.2. Enabling Objective 2: Helping participants learn how to listen to the community and
events around them.
6.2.1. Entire group Examine Acts 15:7-11. (volunteer read)
6.2.1.1. What information did Peter’s speech provide the council? How might it have
impacted the decision?
6.2.2. Read the following quotes(a separate quote is distributed to each table group on
index cards):
Luke Timothy Johnson—“Faith in the proper sense is rather the response of the
human spirit to the call of God in the world, a response of belief, trust, obedience,
and loyalty within the specific circumstances of worldly structures and activities.
The subject of theology is the living God, who presses implicitly on us in our every
encounter with the world.”26

William Spohn—“God must be doing something in every event, even in the most
tragic. Either we are monotheists who are disposed to look for the presence of

26

Johnson, Scripture and Discernment, 51.
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the one sovereign Lord in every deed and suffering, or we will be polytheists
who assign portions of reality to another deity.”27

Susan Radoczy—“The core theological belief is that the Spirit of God dwells in the
believer, and the Christian community, as an active, loving, guiding Presence. The
attitudes and dispositions of persons and communities are that of faith and trust in
this Presence, and the willingness to engage in seeking and finding the Spirit in
their lives and the contexts in which they live.”28

6.2.2.1. Table groups discuss their quotes and explain them to the entire group.
6.2.3. Watch the video “Why I Hate Religion but Love Jesus.” 29
6.2.3.1. Take a moment to write down your reaction to the video?
6.2.3.2. The Entire group shares responses.
6.2.3.3. Do you think this represents a widespread perception of the church? Does
this represent the perception of your community? Why might the church be
perceived in this way?
6.2.4. Entire group determines what type of information might need to be collected for
their church to understand its context and how their church fits into it.
6.2.5. Table groups devise a strategy for acquiring the data needed. How could data be
gathered? Who should be asked?

27

Spohn, “The Reasoning Heart,” 42.

28

Rakoczy, “Transforming the Tradition of Discernment,” 93.

Bball1989, “Why I Hate Religion but Love Jesus,” Youtube video, 4:04.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1IAhDGYlpqY. (accessed June 23, 2012).
29
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6.2.6.

Table groups write ideas on sheets handed into the facilitator.

6.2.7.

Facilitator reads ideas out loud to entire group, and group arranges them in
logical actionable order.

6.2.8. Segue: Listening to yourself, the community around you and listening to your
history is merely collecting data if you are not sensitive to the voice of the Holy
Spirit speaking through what you hear.
6.2.8.1. Tell a story of how you have sensed the Holy Spirit speaking to you.
6.3. Enabling Objective 3: Help the participant understand how the Holy Spirit’s voice can
be recognized.
6.3.1.

Read Acts 15:22-27

6.3.1.1. Entire group discussion: What are the elements of Peter’s speech? Why is
Peter’s speech important to the discernment process in Acts 15?
6.3.1.2. How do you think you can get to the place where you feel confident saying,
“It seems good to the Holy Spirit and to us”?
6.3.2.

Express what the term “consensus” means to you.

6.3.3. Sense and Consensus. Listen to short talk on Consensus and a review of
Gustafson’ Senses
6.3.3.1. Three types of consensus
6.3.3.1.1. Everyone agrees
6.3.3.1.2. Someone disagrees with one facet of the decision but is willing to
trust the sense of the group.
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6.3.3.1.3. Someone disagrees with the entire direction but is willing to trust the
sense of the group (The last two are issues of preference not
principle.)30
6.3.3.2. Review Gustafson’s “Senses”
6.3.3.2.1. Sense of radical dependence
6.3.3.2.2. Sense of gratitude
6.3.3.2.3. Sense of repentance
6.3.3.2.4. Sense of obligation
6.3.3.2.5. Sense of possibility
6.3.3.2.6. Sense of direction31
6.3.4. Sacred Echoes. Listen to this quote from Margaret Feinberg (the quote will be
projected on power point).
Margaret Feinberg—“Now instead of just listening for God's whisper, I am trying
to recognize the sacred echoes—those moments when God speaks the same
message to my heart again and again. I call them sacred echoes because I've noticed
that throughout my relationships, daily life, and study, the same scripturally sound
idea or phrase or word will keep reappearing until I can no longer avoid its
presence.”32

30

, Amy Johnson Frykholm, "Out of Silence: The Practice of Congregational Discernment,"
Christian Century 124, no. 7:36. ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed
December 22, 2012).
31
32

Gustafson, 197-204.

Margaret Feinberg, The Sacred Echo: Hearing God's Voice in Every Area of your life, (Grand
Rapids, MI: Zondervan, 2008), 24.
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6.3.4.1. Tell of a time when have you noticed sacred echoes in your life? What made
you suspect that the echoes were the guidance of the Holy Spirit?
6.3.4.2. Consistent with Scripture. Examine Acts 15: 13-21.
6.3.4.2.1. What role did scripture play in the council’s final decision?
6.3.5. The entire group compares these indicators of the direction of the Spirit with the
way their church “arrives” at a decision (volunteer records findings on whiteboard).
6.4. Enabling Objective 4: To help participants understand the limitation of discernment.
6.4.1. Read the quotes on your handout (quotes will be projected on power point):
Christina A. Astorga—“The other limit of discernment is the nature of its certitude.
We cannot speak of a scientific certitude… Discernment brings us to a different
realm, the realm of inter-subjectivity where there is a connaturality of hearts in a
relationship characterized by knowledge, commitment, and self-surrender.”33

6.4.1.1. Entire group: What does this quote teach us about discernment?
6.4.1.2. What question would you ask the author?
Luke Timothy Johnson—“I agree that such a process of discernment is
obviously hazardous and therefore requires great delicacy. Most of us would
prefer norms more steady and machinery less personal for our decisionmaking process.”34

6.4.1.3. Entire group: What does this quote teach us about discernment?
33

Christina A. Astorga, "Ignatian Discernment: A Critical Contemporary Reading for Christian
Decision Making." Horizons 32, no. 1 9(Spring, 2005): 92-93. ATLA Religion Database with
ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed December 23, 2012).
34

Johnson, 138.
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6.4.1.4. What question would you ask the author?
6.4.1.5. Martin B. Copenhaver—“Spiritual discernment, rightly understood, is truly
counter-cultural. It uses silence, it requires that we take our time, it redefines
our precious sense of individualism. One other implication of spiritual
discernment is a potential redistribution of power. If you must listen to each
person with attentiveness because you never know who the Holy Spirit will
choose to speak through at any given moment, then we must listen with as
much care to a stranger as to a longstanding church member, we must listen
as attentively to a young person as to a mature adult. Because you never
know.”35

6.4.1.6. Entire group: What does this quote teach us about discernment?
6.4.1.7. What question would you ask the author?
6.4.2. Entire group evaluates what they have learned and shares what confuses them,
concerns them, worries them, encourages them, and excites them. Volunteer
records responses on butcher paper.
Break
Session 4: 2:30-4:00

7. Terminal Objective: To help participants acquire tools to develop a discernment process
that fits their church and its situation.

35

Martin B. Copenhaver, "Decide or Discern." Christian Century 127, no. 26 (December 2010):
30. ATLA Religion Database with ATLASerials, EBSCOhost (accessed December 22, 2012).
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7.1. Enabling Objective 1: To help participants gain an appreciation for the dynamics of a
discernment process.
7.1.1. Listen to the five movements of a discernment process Marlene Kropf describes
(movements will be projected on power point):
Engaging Christ—consciously shifting the question from “What do we want to
do?” to “What is God calling us to do?”
Emptying ourselves—providing spiritual practices and space that helps
participants to recognize their personal agendas and preconceived ideas and
surrender them.
Encountering our past and present—Identity, tradition, current events and
conditions, scripture, and, outside expertise if needed, are examined to help shed
light on the situation being discerned.
Examining new possibilities—new ideas begin to surface. Time and space are
allowed for careful reflection and prayer.
Embarking in a new direction—Prayer and action begin to meet. It begins to
“seem good through the Holy Spirit and to us begin to be recognized.
Let the decision rest—Although Kropf does not treat this as a movement
groups will often allow a decision to rest before it is acted upon. After a
few weeks it is revisited to determine if the sense of the Holy Spirit’s
leading is still apparent.
7.1.2. Listen to a brief description of the ORWA process and tools. Samples of some of
the tools are in the packet provided. (See abstract appendix).
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7.2. Enabling Objective 2: Give the participants experience in creating a discernment
process for their church.
7.2.1. Table groups will create a flow chart showing discernment process that fits their
church’s identity and situation incorporating the concepts learned in the
workshops. (use poster paper, markers, colored paper & scissors, etc. to construct a
diagram or flow chart of your proposed process)
7.2.2. Table groups will present their processes to the entire group by posting their flow
chart on the wall. Once every group has posted their chart, everyone will take a
“gallery walk” and check out the beautiful art (flow charts) created by the table
groups.
7.2.3. Respond to the following question: What do all these charts have in common?
What did you like the most in these charts? What aspects seemed problematic?
What did we forget to include? Where are we going to differ? And is it okay if we
differ?
7.3. Evaluation: What did you learn? What surprised you? What confused you? How do you
take this home? Write it on a post-it note and come up and post it on the wall. Someone
will read them back to us. (Ask for a volunteer reader).
7.3.1. Entire group: Identify the next step.
Closing: Re-read Psalm 123:1-2 Responsively. Prayer around the tables followed by closing
prayer by the facilitator
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Resources:
Seminar notes
Power point presentation
Bible
Quote handouts
Computer
Projector
Post-it notes
Poster paper or Butcher Paper
Pens
Pencils
Colored pens
White board & markers
ORWA process & tool packet
3x5 cards

ARTIFACT APPENDIX: ORWA DISCERNMENT PROCESS SAMPLE PACKET
Figure 1: ORWA Discernment Process Proposal

I offer this proposal because I believe transformation and renewal are a foundational component
in God’s plan and process. Although this proposal is couched in the language of transforming
and renewing the district and its ministries, the truth is that God does not renew institutions or
organizations. God renews people, and they change the institutions to fit who they have become
or are becoming. My proposal is based on that observation.
Goals and Outcomes:
1. To position and structure the district to lead and empower our churches with vision and
purpose by—
a. Discerning our identity and calling within the Kingdom, the Church of God, and
the locality of Oregon and Southwest Washington (who are we and why are we
here?).
b. Envision that identity as a living and functioning entity (what does that look like
in our context?).
c. Put flesh and structure to that vision (how do we have to shape ourselves to
function according to that vision and calling?).
Foundational Assumptions:
1. Transformation is a spiritual issue first. It only becomes a process issue and a structure
issue in response to the spiritual reality.
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2. Transformation can only occur if approached with an attitude of surrender—everything
must be laid on the table. This must be a journey of faith.
3. The district and its churches are instruments of the kingdom; therefore they exist because
of a calling and a purpose. If there is no calling or purpose there is no reason to exist.
4. Transformation will affect everybody in the district at some level, so transparency and
openness in the process is essential.
Priorities based on the Assumptions:
1. The spiritual health and formation of the district leaders and the transformation teams is
primary.
2. Communication and education must be intentional.
3. Honesty and thoroughness in evaluation and analysis is necessary.
4. Trusting that we are safe in God’s hands is a touchstone to which we must continually
return.
5. Understanding who we are and what we are called to be in relationship to our setting is
the critical first step. All other discussions and discoveries stem from that.
6. This process is about transformation and discernment first, restructuring and
reprogramming is birthed from that.
Activities and timeline:
 July-September
 Finish dissertation research—Because the research and findings relate directly to our
district, the document will be a valuable tool for our evaluation and analysis process.
 Identify team members and recruit teams
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Discernment team



Prayer team



Communication team

 Educate constituency


Presentation at Camp Meeting



Regional town hall meetings

 October-Dec
 Spiritual formation of teams and leaders


SF and commitment retreat



Institution of intentional individual SF processes

 Discernment team begins wrestling with the question, “Who are we and why are we
here?”
 January-March
 Continued SF of leaders and teams
 Continued wrestling with identity. Clarify and focus discovery to a definable and
explainable form to be presented at Spring Celebration.
 Discussions with attendees of How-to convention
 March-April
 Continued SF
 Take identity definition to next level. What does that look like in our setting?
 Prepare Presentation of findings for Spring Celebration
 May-July
 Continued SF
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 Making it a reality—Wrestle with the question, “if this is what it looks like, how do we
put hands and feet to it?”
 Prepare presentation for Camp meeting.
Components:


One or two Spiritual Formation retreats for team(s) and district leadership



Several work retreats/workdays for discernment team (quarterly?)



Prayer retreat/Prayer days for prayer team



Close working relationship between facilitator and District Coordinator



Quarterly meeting with District Coordinator and discernment team



Intentional presence of facilitator and/or discernment and communication team



Communication tools to augment Contact
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Figure 2: Home Page of ORWA Discernment Website
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Figure 3: ORWA Discernment Team Forum Page
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Figure 4: Historic Markers of the Church of God

“The Church That Is Pleasing to God”1
Gilbert Stafford

Note: Dr. Stafford labels the following seven descriptors as “possibilities”:

1. A Gospel Trumpet Church—It is a church where the Gospel can be heard above all other
sounds.
2. A “What the Bible Teaches” church—It is a church that studies, teaches, and preaches scripture,
and lives according to its message.
3. A “Where Christian Experience Makes You a Member” Church—It is a church where hearts are
aflame with God…the church of the burning heart…. made up of people who know God not only
with their minds but also with their hearts.
4. A “Perfect Love” Church—It is a church where people love God wholeheartedly.
5. A “We Reach Our Hands in Fellowship” Church—It is a church that thinks of itself as an
expression of God’s universal church…. A family of God church…made up of all sorts of people
from many nations, cultures, racial groups, and social standards, and our job is to “get used to
them.”
6. A “Kingdom of Peace” Church—It is a church where the reign and rule of God are uppermost.
7. A “Together We Go to Make Disciples” Church—it is a church that is committed both to being
disciples and to making them.

1

Stafford, Gilbert W. (2000) Church of God at the Crossroads. Anderson, IN: Warner Press.
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Figure 4: Town Hall Meeting/Church Visit Questions

Questions for Churches

1. From your perspective, what is the defining message of your church? How is this message
different from the messages being heard in other churches or denominations?
2. How are the subjects for messages, sermons and studies determined? Are they more often
based on topic, lectionary, theme, entire books of the Bible, or other methods?

3. Why do people call your church their home church? Why are new people attracted to your
church? What is the common thread that holds your congregation together?

4. To what level do you feel the members of the congregation possess a passion for the message
of Christ and allow the passion to infuse daily living?

5. In what ways does your church demonstrate an acceptance of individuals who may not look,
act or believe the same way you do? In what ways to you collaborate with other people or
groups to reach out and serve as Christ’s hands and feet?

6. How does your church ensure God’s will is included in the making of decisions and setting of
priorities?

7. How does your church consciously make disciples? How do help each other live as disciples
outside of the walls of your church?
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Figure 5 ORWA Discernment Process Calendar

ORWA Discernment Process Calendar
September 2011
16th

Prayer team one day prayer retreat

23rd&24th

Centering retreat for Discernment Team and ORWA staff. A time
set aside for prayer, meditation and preparation for the task to
come. (Silver Falls Retreat Center.)

October 2011
7th

Work day for Discernment team (Nazarene District Offices)
Prayer team meets at (ORWA office)

November 2011
4th

Prayer team meets

18th

Work day for Discernment team at ORWA office.

December 2011

No meetings

January 2012
6th

Prayer day for Prayer team

20th-21st

Centering retreat for Discernment team (Mt. Angel Monastery)
Pray, meditate and process what we’ve heard so far.
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February 2012
10th

Work day for Discernment team ORWA office
Prayer team meets at separate location

March 2012
2nd

Prayer retreat for Prayer team

10th

Work day for Discernment Team (ORWA office)

April 2012
13th

Work day for discernment team (ORWA office)
Prayer team praying at separate location

May 2012
4th-5th

Spring Celebration (Annual business meeting) Discernment team
holds separate workshops with Pastors, pastors’ spouses, and lay
delegates to discuss and listen.

June 2012
1st-2nd

Centering retreat for Discernment team (Mt. Angel)
Pray, meditate and process what we’ve heard so far.
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July 2012
6th

Prayer retreat for Prayer Team

13th

Workday for Discernment team (ORWA office)

27th

Report to gathered church at Oregon state camp meeting

CHAPTER SIX: POSTSCRIPT

In the summer of 1972, my sophomore year in high school, my parents left the Nazarene
church they had attended longer than I had been alive. They took my sister and me across town
to the First Church of God. Even though I have been in the Church of God for forty years, and
have pastored more than half of those years I have often wondered if there was room for me in
the Church of God.
After researching the Church of God and the other groups studied in this project I am
convinced the Church of God is where I belong. However, the Church of God as it is presently is
not the movement the pioneers conceived. Many denominations might have drifted from their
roots, but in some ways the Church of God has disconnected from its roots.
Patrick Nachtigall recounts a story told by former Warner Pacific College president Jay
Barber. President Barber was interviewing a religion major who was fourth generation Church of
God. He asked the student if he was going to take a church after graduation. The student replied
sarcastically, “You are speaking of the Church of God reformation movement. The problem is
there’s no reformation and there’s no movement.”1
Though painful, the statement carries the weight of truth. A movement which started as
”come-outers” because it questioned the institutional church’s direction and structures, now has
to be willing to “come-out” of its own malaise by questioning the same things within its own
walls.

1

Nachtigall, Mosaic, 70.
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The methods of self-evaluation and restoration that the PCUSA, the UMC and the SBC
have initiated are well conceived for those groups and might well produce the fruit they are
seeking. But the research I did for this project leads me to believe the foundational issue in the
Church of God is identity. We do not remember who we are, so we do not know what we ought
to be or where we should be heading.
There are strategic planning methods the Church of God could use to identify a vital
mission and construct a compelling plan for the future. But I do not think a mission and plan is
sufficient. If God established this movement to be a counter cultural voice within the larger
church, do we have the right to turn our back on that merely for a mission and a future—or even
for institutional survival?
I think that if the Church of God is going to rediscover its identity it is going to need to
reclaim it through a process that reminds it, or reintroduces it to its roots. It has to build up the
strength in those muscles again. Discernment is a foundational part of the Church of God
tradition. I think it is telling that with forty years in the movement most of my exposure to
discernment was from a Mennonite Brethren College and a Quaker University.
My Original intent was for my artifact to be a book, and later I entertained the idea of
shifting to a track 01dissertation. But it did not seem fitting to present a process of discernment
through a medium in which I did all the talking, so I chose to create a workshop.
Part of the way through the writing of this dissertation I had the opportunity to apply the
process I was creating to ORWA. The General Council accepted my proposal and we are still
working through the process. It has been a valuable process for our district, and I can see where
other associations and even individual churches could benefit from the experience. Because of
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this the idea of the seminar developed. In retrospect I wish I had created the workshop earlier.
Discernment is an unpredictable process that defies control. The workshop could have prepared
ORWA for that and might have diminished some of the periods of frustration that have been
experienced.
The Church of God still has a great deal to learn about its identity. Much more can be
learned about discernment. This dissertation focused on a particular problem within the
movement and proposed discernment as a solution. As ORWA, and perhaps other Church of God
groups become familiar and comfortable with discernment, I hope it grows to become a common
decision-making tool throughout the movement.
Another topic that would be worth researching would be the non-structural nature of the
early Church of God. Communication, particularly The Gospel Trumpet, filled the gap that
structure normally fills. With the complexity of church institutions and ministries today, could a
system of communication be devised that could limit the amount of structure needed?
I am sorry this project is coming to an end. I have gained an understanding and
appreciation for the movement I have been part of for most of my life. I do not know what the
future of the Church of God is as an institution, but I understand why it exists and what it could
be. I have also gained confidence in my ability to define a problem, research it and create a
workable solution. I have also learned that the greatest gift in that kind of process is the wisdom
and insight of others.
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